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MARCH PISCES EASTER APRIL continued after December 2012 
 

 

here is a thing which needs to be made mention of. From “EPISTLE LIST ENTITLES DETRACTING RULE” 6 98 2: on page 13: 

When Nostradamus wrote his letter of the Preface  to his three year old son Cesar it contained the absolute truth. 

However, the “short history of the future” written as the Epistle to King Henri contained a contradiction (or two) 

to the information given to his son Cesar in the Preface. 

The reason for this was simple, and manifold. First – had the absolute  truth been laid out for king Henri’s discretion –  

it would have simply created a huge obstacle to the needs of Nostradamus. It would have appeared treasonous to both 

the king’s fealty and to the Church of the day and resulted in the burning at the stake of Nostradamus.  

The entire reason Nostradamus was petitioning the king [via the Epistle] was for the permission to publish the quatrains 

 

There are letters written by Nostradamus – written in the Latin language – which establish several things, one of which 

is that the recipient of some of this correspondence was well aware of the absolute truth and  the secret Alchemy List. 

 

Briefly, the contradictions which are most important (because of the relation in part to 6 100 below) is that where 

Nostradamus told king Henri in [the smoke screen for 6 100 called] the Epistle, that: 

“with nothing superfluous added, although some may say, there can be no truth entirely determined concerning the future5 
5 there can be no truth entirely determined concerning the future                      (from the Epistle smokescreen) 
In the letter to Cesar, from the Preface : ~ 

“Perfect knowledge of such things cannot be acquired without divine inspiration, (the stage gate machine and voice 
activation; “the word” – so saying that “perfect knowledge can be acquired with divine inspiration – “the word”) given 
that all prophetic inspiration derives its initial origin from  God Almighty,  then  from chance (accidents which may occur 
after the event is seen on its timeline in which Nostradamus saw it) and [then] nature”.                   [Italics are mine… ed] 

(“nature”; Unexpected natural events which may or may not be arranged by others who are involved in altering 
timelines - such as the Off Worlders “orienting the Earth”- which knowledge became available in the hidden texts.)  
One good example being Matthew 24:22, which event DID happen in April and June of 2011 – the days were shortened 
by 20 minutes on each occasion (by a slight wobble of the Earth) thus placing Earth out of the path of those asteroids 
Another good example would be a little boy killed at Auschwitz who was intended to be the discoverer of anti-gravity. 

“Since all these portents are produced impartially, prophecy comes to pass partly as predicted”. 
(So Nostradamus is very aware of the changing of timelines) 

 

“But the danger of the times, O Most Serene King, requires that such secrets should not be bared except in enigmatic 

sentences having, however, only one sense and meaning, and nothing ambiguous or amphibological inserted.  
 

As we are all made aware from within the hidden texts  –  the quatreins and the quatrains are full  of 

“ambiguous & amphibological  insertions” -  there would be no comprehension of them other-wise! 

 

“that my natural instinct has been inherited from my forebears6,  
6 has been inherited from my forebears (in the Epistle) 

A contradiction, knowing full well it was nothing to do with  ‘inheritance’  and everything to do with science (the stage gate).  
This science, however, is a highly kept secret (of the holy grayle) of the Templars, so Nostradamus was not going to put it in 
print to anyone of his own day, with the exception of Letter 32 to “my dear Rosenberger” who knew about the “triple method”. 
 

6 100 
LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS 

Quos legent hosce versus maturè censunto, 
Profanum vulgus & inscium ne attrectato: 
Omnesq;  Astrologi, Blenni, Barbari procul sunto, 
Qui alter facit, is ritè sacer esto. 

 
INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT CRITICS 

Let those who read this verse think on it deeply, 
Let the profane (media) and the ignorant herd keep away: 
And far away astrologers idiots and barbarians of all kinds 
He who does otherwise is subject to the secret codes 

“Omnesq” in archaic French means “all seeing – all knowing” but this is Latin where “omni” means “all” or “many” and “esq” 
has become Esquire is cognate with the word squire, which originally meant an apprentice or assistant to a knight. The title 
"Esquire" has been used continuously since it was created in the late 14th century and many uses continue uninterrupted today.  
For example, in the Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem, "Esquire" is the most junior title.  
In the United States, the suffix Esq. designates individuals licensed to practice law, and may now be used by both men and women 
Thus, once again Nostradamus is conveying via one of his hybrid words an intention easy to see. That he speaks of “idiots” 
and “barbarians” (uncouth) is related to “the most junior  (inexperienced) licensed to act  [in this manner]” 

Omnesq;  if it were used in French – seems to indicate an “all seeing” [omnipotent] “all knowing” overseer of these fools.  
ASTROLOGIBLENNIBARBARI codes within codes because they have “unnecessary” capitalization: 

[The] Librarian As (god of the Aettir/Aesir) belongs orbit - librarian E [Hero grey] got lobe brains (two brains – a Graal)  
Librarian list barge (Earth) ~ boon relation absorbing all R [Draco] Rib (Leonines) - tangible oboes (trumpets) 

where “all absorbing” could mean that everyone should learn one of two things: that Earth is a Living Library …   
and that the Draco from Leo are “all absorbing”. But see the very last page. The “trumpets” are those of Revelation 

T 
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Presage 104+1564  Decembre  3. 

Alegre point, douce fureur au Sacre. 
Enflez trois, quatre, & au costé mourir. 
Voye defaillir, n'estre à demy au sacre. 
Par sept & trois, &  par quinte courir. 
  Sacre: Cesar cares, sera [will be] C (nuts date)  

No joy, just gentle rage at the brilliant one        (luminised demon) 
Swollen three, [gas giants] four, and beside them huge one dead.                
                             Nibiru solar system or even our own sun 
Surveyed road  [orbit] shall fail, being but half consecrated 
Via seven [planets] and three [gas giants] and by five doing the rounds… 
         here we are told Nibiru Solar system consists of 3 + 4 + dead star 
 Ears (in Virgo – ears of corn/Spica) Nuts dates March 22 – 31st April 21-30 
                                                    Hazelnut & Walnut have several other dates  C also means on a WEDNESDAY 

 

Presage 94+1564 Feburier. (= 13th ? or in #13) 

Deluge grand, bruit de mort conspirée. 
Renoue siecle, trois Grands en grand discord. 
Par boutefeux la concorde empirée. 
Pluy empeschant, conseils malins d'accord. 

A mighty flood, rumour of deathly plot.                   [Agenda 21] 
An age renewed, three lords in discord great.   [N.K China U.S] 
By firebrand [solar flares] concord worsened quite a lot. 
Impeding rain, combined [the three] counsels of hate. 

Grands: Dr [Nostr.] sang [verses]  N-S drags. Dr’s Nag ~ The “age renewed” is that of Pisces/Christ into Aquarius/Hu-Men 

“Nag” = Celtic “Horse” dates. The North to South roll of Earth will take course in the months of the horse. Jun 10-Aug 4, Sept/Oct/Nov. 

1 13  3 Secret mettront ennemis par la mine 
CEREMENTS SPIRAL ~ MARIAL EMINENT  
AIM  CERES  PERSIANMEN  [and]  MILANESE   
RAISE PRIMES AM: METERS MINES MINERAL,  
P [Peleus/Perseus]  ALARM:  SECRET  TORMENT  

PAIRS  [line] ROTTEN MESENTERICAL  ON (Oannes) MEN   

PAIRS: 1 16  1 Faulx a l'estang joinct vers le Sagitaire     
NOTICING  VERTICALNESS  FLEXURA   
LESSER LEVERS LAX SEAL, AFIRE          
CONTRIVES AXLES                                       
COINING EVICTION FAILURE 
ANTI.GNOSTIC AGEIST GIANT                 
INVOCATING TALES LARGESSE    

 9 18  2 Jusques en Flandres electeur de l'empire   
EMPIRE  RULED  PERIMELE  JESU                 (Sirius) 
LAND FLANDERS, I (is also Egypt)       (I is Halloween) 
NEFER  IMPEL  SEER  [Nostr.]  JUMP  DUPLE  METER    

DUPLE METER is a meter in which each measure is divided into two beats 
In this case “double time” or in plain language “very quickly”. The JESU note 
is regarding those “using the name of Christ”, as stated in the Bible 
 

Secretly they will place enemies as a threat.  That is: CIA 
creating their own terrorists enemies by means of events such as 
9/11, school massacres, mall bombings in order to gain public money 
CEREMENTS the heavens above SPIRAL (Means the EARTH spirals) 
CERES: asteroid MARIAL means the oceans are EMINENT = “above 
all” but CERES is also Sirius, meaning SIRIUS AIM PERSIA,  MILAN 
MINERAL is the code for in Pisces. AM if it is MA means in Libra 
METERS [measure] MINES MINERAL. Also says “taking stock of gold” 
Scythe (Leonines) allied with Pond (Scorpio/Aquila) in Sagittarius 
Pond can be Cancer which would mean Ursa Major with Aquila & Ophiucus 
FLEXURA  Duodenum  levers: cartilage is the MESENTERICAL reference 
Treaty? Or the fulcrum for turning Earth    Eviction – the false rapture? 
Biblical GIANT Liar: in the Bible? Those which need gold for their planet 
 

EMPIRE = the reptilian Other Worlders,  includes Oannes 
PERIMELE = cuckold /backstabber  JESU[S] = ISUS/Sirius = false rapture 
JUMP = see “Jump-Room” Star Gates at Project Camelot.org 
NEFER: stylized stomach and windpipe in Hieroglyphics  & means the Giant 
Anu  See also 1 12 3 & 1 16 1 & 1 88 4  
In 1 12 3 SIRIUS BELIAL NEFER: INTESTINES, BILE, SLANTED UP 
In 1 88 4 ON POURS EMULSION SEMICOLON – medication? 
 

 1 15 

Mars nous menace par la force bellique, 
Septante fois fera le sang espandre: 
Auge et ruine de l'Ecclesiastique, 
Et plus ceux qui d'eux rien voudront entendre. 

March [20th 2003] threatens us with the force of war 
and will cause blood to be spilt seventy times  
The clergy will be both exalted and reviled moreover  
by those who wish to learn nothing of them. (Because of 
disclosure regarding Other Worlders – see the ALIENS pdf 

Auge is Ague 

1 16 

Faulx à l'estang joint vers le Sagitaire, 
En son hault AUGE de l'exaltation, 
Peste, famine, mort de main militaire, 
La siecle approche renouvation. 

A scythe (Leonine) joined with a pond  
(Cancer/Ursa Majorite)   
 in Sagittarius at its highest ascendant [6th - 7th December] 
Plague, famine, death from military hands;          FEMA 
the cycle [precession of equinoxes] approaches its renewal. 

1 16  AUGE = U AGE, age of Aquarius   AGUE  =  heat (FEVER) then the shakes – of the Earth…‘ its renewal’ means ca 2012 

 

This is the vignette for the above lines 
1. The back of the  Lion is considered the “scythe” and refers 

to Den.ebola – shape shifter reptilians 
2. The pond is shown here with the dove of the Pleiades 

approaching the Urn (Aquarius) mostly unveiled 
3. Pond indicates Cancer (in which sits Ursa Major ~ ) 

represented by the “sheepfold”. Rays are the golden age 
4. The Cross of Crux (Grus/Crane) and the trefoil of the Anu 

coming out of the mouth of Leo – the alliance 
5. The sword of Orion 
6. All of which has a veil indicating they are all hiding  from/ 

behind  the ignorance fed humanity. The Urn (humankind) 
is Aquarius/man mostly becoming unveiled from ignorance 

7. ‘Hip’ (Den.ebola at the last Rib of Leo) being ‘revealed’ as 
common knowledge (via jellyfish shape shifting craft) 
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1 17 

Par quarante ans l'Iris n'apparoistra, 
Par quarante ans tous les jours sera veu: 
La terre aride en siccité croistra, 
Et grans deluges quand sera aperceu. 

 

For forty years the rainbow will not be seen. 
For forty years it will be seen every day. 
The dry earth will grow more parched, 
and there will be great floods when it is seen. 

 

1 17. My thoughts are that the one side of the Earth which is facing to the old (or new) sun after the Earth has been moved   
off her orbit will cause the rainbow to not be seen for forty years. Then – Earth will turn and it will be forty years of daylight 
where the surviving humans are living. Both wet and sunny (from two suns). 
  1 23 

Au mois troisiesme se levant le soleil 
Sanglier, Liepard au champ Mars pour combattre: 
Liepard laissé, au ciel extend son oeil, 
Un aigle autour de Soleil voit s'esbattre. 

 

In the third month, at sunrise,                                 MARCH 
Wild Boar*, Leopard oppose field  regarding Mars       (planet) 
(Field is Pegasus, the Marcabians, in treaty with the U.S. military) 
The fatigued Leopard looks towards heaven (for help?) 
and sees an eagle playing around the sun              (Eagle is Anu)  

*BOAR is/was Shah-Pig is Delphinus in Aquarius…LEOPARD was once Lupus the Wolf, Mars may mean Mars and not combat here. Is there 
a Marsfield involved? There is a Marsfield near Sydney and a Field of Mars. There is a Champ de Mars in Paris.  This seems part of the star 
wars scenario. Swine/Boar the enemy of the fleeing serpent (Hydra) was once Ursa Major. FIELD is the square is Pegasus - mercenaries 

 

 
Photo taken from Sydney March 15 2012 at sun rise – getting the date right 
by  
Stella Heap (real name, and we know “Heap” means the Pleiades) 
Nibiru is supposed to be a red dwarf star.  
The Erid.anu are in league with the Anu – 
Either of which are said to be the Eagle headed winged man, as the Nephilim 
are represented. The Nephilim are a by product of the Anu (as we call them) 

Pour AA - about - academic - access - accommodation - accompaniment -account - acid - act - ad - adapt - addiction - address as in regarding - adequate -

 adjourn -admiration - ado - adult - Adult Education - adult literacy - advertise -advertisement - aerial - affect - affection - affinity - afford - African-
American -age - agitate - agitation - agree - agreeable - agreement - air - A level - alike -all - all clear - allotment - all-out - all over - allow - allowance - all 
right -alone - American dream - among - ample - amusement 
Au  about - above -  abreast - acquaint - across - act - action - ad hoc -admittance - afar - affair - after - against - age - aggregate - ahead - aid - - air - alert -
 A level - all - all-time - already - alter - alternate - amid -among - amount - anguish - angular - answer - any - anything - appeal -apply - apprehensive -

 approach - around - as - aside - ask - at - attention -attic - au pair - average - awake - aware 
 

1 30  1 La nef estrange par le tourment marin, 
FENESTRE  FENNEL  TERMINAL  MEANT   
REPROMULGATE  REMOUNT  FASTER  
LET [allow] MEN FREEST  ROUTE    

RAIMENT  [dressed up] RAPE  [attack  in]  MINERAL  
OUR  STRANGER  AGENTS  LIE  NEAR  

Because of ocean chaos the alien ships 
FENESTRE Windows®  FENNEL program TERMINAL pers.  modem 
REPROMULGATE  publish. It has been four years now, doing this 
work which brings me to the conclusion Nostradamus did not do it 
FREEST  ROUTE   could be speaking of the stage gates  
STRANGER  AGENTS  the Cassiopeian Mantis    LIE NEAR in orbit 

1 30  1    REMOUNT  the dispatch rider bringing the urgent news, saying “PUBLISH THE URGENT NEWS FASTER” Quite so, it is February 

1 30  3 Nonobstant signes de rameau palmerin, 
DISAGREEMENTS  [in] ONN  MINERAL  
GIANTS  GENDARMES  REASSIGNED  
ASS  RENEGE ;  BOAST BOSTON  MISSED AID   
STATING  [use] GERMAN  [Celt] PLENARIUM  
ANTIGENS  STAIN  SEA  RED 

Notwithstanding signs of the palm branches, (signs of peace) 
 

ONN  March equinox 19/20   MINERAL  is  in Pisces 
ASS  those from Auriga, part of the Second Coming 
PLENARIUM (list of formulae) i.e.: to use MINERAL as a date 
 

 

1 30 

La nef estrange par le tourment marin, 
Abourdera pres de port incogneu: 
Nonobstant signes de rameau palmerin, 
Apres mort pille bon avis tard venu. 

 

Because of ocean chaos the alien ships 
     [is this the “Adrain” event? The Caribbean Tsunami] 
will approach an unknown port.            [a mother ship?] 
Notwithstanding the signs of the palm branches, (signs of peace) 
afterwards there is death and pillage. Good advice comes too late. 
 

Although 1 30 does not mention March or April – much of what it DOES say is foreboding. In essence it is another 
false rapture warning – the key words being “notwithstanding the signs of peace (palm branches)”.  The reason for 
this being simply that the Other Worlders who do the false rapture are shape shifters, and will appear to be the 
Nordic types.  They will appear in ‘hordes’ of craft and will say they are from the Pleiades. There are other lines 
which point to the Caribbean event being in this time frame.  It seems to be the “Vermont to Chile” asteroid… 
This is described in an interview with “Adrain” by Sean Morton. Consistently in my ‘collection’ of Adrain research is 
the date of the March equinox, then Easter (ten days later) then May through to June 9th. 
incogneu : is the clue – this means ‘in disguise’ and ‘port’ of course always means « gate way » or ‘carried away’ 
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1 66  4 Gresle & tempestes les fera soupirer. 
LESS PIOUS EPIRUS  [Pelasgian Giantes] ALFERES [Pegasus]  
UPRISE  FEARLESS  SET  Regrets  Perilous      
FEELS  SUPERIOR - TEMPESTS  FEET  [in Pisces] 

hail and storms will make them grieve. 
EPIRUS  [Pelasgian Giantes] cannibals from  Asia Minor 
SET can mean near Easter, FEET means in Pisces 
TEMPESTS  means both storms and Orion/Thor 

1 66  4 ALFERES [Pegasus] IS ALSO THE SECOND DECAN IN Aquarius, that is: from February 1st to the 10th  

1 75  2 Le fort gaigné tiendra classe marine: 
GIGANTE  SA.AME  CALENDAR’S  SCALES:  
CALENDARIST GET  INTERLACED  MINERAL  
FOR  INGREDIENT  LINE;  FOE TARGETING  
MARIE,  REINFLAME  [in]  OLEFINE  
MARINES TARGETING  AGEING 

Wes Penre’s Ša.AM.e, (which we know as the Anun.nakim)  
CALENDAR’S  SCALES:  means in or from Libra. Not sure what 
INTERLACED  means, unless it is that alien in ‘face in lace’ crop 
MARIE: means an asteroid, and the word RE-INFLAME indicates 
a second go at aiming it – in Pisces OLEFINE/MINERAL – see  the 
ADRAIN interview, a Caribbean asteroid.  
AGEING the elderly for transport by train to FEMA camps 

1 75  2 INGREDIENT  LINE: all the clues which provide the information we need . In this case – harking back to the two asteroids 
which did arrive on the date they were meant to – but Earth was not where she should have been   (this explains the strange weather). 
The Other Worlders are going to have a second go since this is the manner of moving Earth away from harm (by the sun their plan).    
The alien “face in lace” crop circle is reminiscent of the face on Mars (who I believe was Alla.lu) or Utu the Hero.    The Anun.nakim 
are called “CALENDARIST”  here because it is they who originally created the zodiac,  our years and our day  –  all using the 
common denom-inator numeral of “12” (always makes me think MJ12 is something more than people think).  Maybe this MINERAL 
means just that because OLEFINE is already here and that means in Pisces as well.        The INTERLACED MINERAL would then 
be the gold/arsenic/mercury alloy solar ‘panels’ needed to enclose the atmosphere of Nibiru   . This alloy appears red, as does Nibiru.       
 2 30 

Un qui les dieux d'Annibal infernaux, 
Fera renaistre, effrayeur des humains. 
Oncq' plus d'horreur ne plus pire journaux, 
Qu'avint viendra par Babel aux Romains 

 
One who the infernal gods of Hannibal                         (asteroid) 
Will cause to be reborn, terror of [all] mankind 
Never more horror nor worse of days 
In the past than will come to the Romans from Babel    (Babylon) 

also from the misunderstanding of the names MISUSED 
“FROM  BABEL” COULD ALSO MEAN “AS A RESULT OF THE CONFUSION OF LANGUAGES, NAME CHANGES (obfuscation) [and CUSTOMS]” 

See also 2 65 (Yellowstone): which says  Mercury in Sagittarius Saturn will fade meaning from the French    Mercure en l'Arc Saturne fenera  =         

small time related openings in the heavens dating late Cancer 
 

3 4  1 Quand seront proches de defaut des lunaires 
NOT SQUANDER NORSE  (Edda)  
DAN  PORTENDS  port ends DNA 
DEFAULTS  QUADRENNIALS  
UNDULATES - UNREALISED   LUNA  
U.N salt ed UN-SALUTED NORSE [Edda] SEAL  

UN CHOSE INSULATED SULFATED UUETLANDS 

When they (Nibiru solar system) are close the lunar ones will fail 
Warning from Nostradamus: not to ignore the omen, even if in 
the form of legends                  PORTENDS in DAN =  Scorpio          
NORSE: Edda, also an asteroid   DANIEL portends in the Bible 
UNDULATES  (Chaotic orbit  & )     QUADRENNIALS  Four 
year cycle as Toutatis does           SEAL: means IT IS WRITTEN 
LUNA [March 30] R /Draco  UNREALISED:  and onto another orbit 

3 4  1 U.N salt ed: this is a pun. The word “salt” means those from Perseus, (and see 6 39 3) so saying that the U.N. is salted by 
those Off Worlds          Note: R [Draco] UNREALISED  
 

3 36  2 Sera trouvé avoir les mains mangees: 
MAN[kind]   IN  UUOE  ~  REALISM   A.U 
MELANISMS VARIOLES MANGE ARREST GENES   
REASSERT  UUATER  ROSE  U.S - ASSERT  MINERAL  
AN  AIM  MEANING   MISNAMES  - [Tower of Babel] 
M. AN  SEES  ARES  TOUUERS     

He will be found with his hands eaten: 
REALISM   A.U   astronomical units places mankind in woe 
because the sun causes skin diseases and mutation of genes 
ASSERT  MINERAL  in Pisces 
The Anu AIM to MISLEAD mankind using different names! 
Orion Anu see the manslaughter at the Twin Towers (orbs 

  

  3 56  

Montauban, Nismes, Avignon & Besier, 
Peste, tonnere, & gresle à fin de Mars: 
De Paris pont, Lyon mur, Montpellier,     Paris=is Apr. 
Depuis six cens & sept vingts trois pars. 

Montauban, Nismes, Avignon and Bziers, 
Plague, thunder and hail in the wake of Mars:    (after March 
Of Paris bridge, Lyons wall,  Montpellier,             (mountain  
bridge & wall = stage gate 
After six hundred and sixty seven by three                      2001 

 

3 56  1 Montaubant, Nismes, Avignon & Besier, 
AMANUENSIS  SAUING   BEST  ~ SAME  ON  
AMOUNT  RISE  ONN  
MONTEBRASITE (phosphate mineral) 
E.T  IRE  BESET  U.S  ~ BAN MISUSAGE    

ONE MESSIA  SIN~BEST NONE  ASSUME [in the name of 

AMANUENSIS:  a manuscript writer;   the collator is  SAVING  the 
BEST FOR LAST – ie: the 40% of the entire hidden texts are about 
the Oannes (ON) and those they are in league with. They may even 
be involved in the Golden Age.         ONN is the March Equinox of 
18/19 March.         MONTEBRASITE as a mineral it would mean “in 
Pisces” but I think this is an ingredient in chemtrails  
coming in the name of Jesus in 10 75 long awaited he will never return 

 

3 77  2 L'an mil sept cens vingt et sept en Octobre, 
ONCE  PENTECOST  MARBLE 
TESTING  SPLENETIC  VIGNETTES  
SIMPLE  VETTING  LION  Conventions  
SPELT  T  MAIN  VESTING  ING  (harvest) 
MINERAL  (Pisces)  SET  (Easter) OCTOBER.                            

The year 1727 in October this is the cipher which Allan Webber got 
ONCE =  after     PENTECOST =  7th Sunday  following Easter  
MARBLE : rises/ascends.  SPLENETIC VIGNETTES Cesar’s paintings 
saying AFTER TESTING the SPLENETIC (explosive) pictures such as 
those which  showed The Ship next to the Sun & CMEs from a large 
‘bronze’ sun (now proving to be true).“T” are those from  Ursa area 
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 3 77  2  Pentecost was originally an Old Testament festival, since the time of Josephus calculated as beginning on the fiftieth 
day after the beginning of Passover [PASSING OVER of what? Nibiru solar system?]. In the Christian calendar, Pentecost falls 
on the seventh Sunday after Easter. For 2013 this is after the 19th of May, going into Gemini.  
SPLENETIC: irritable, angry, temperamental. This could just as easily apply to the “T” the Grayles which are in a pact with the 
American military, who are highly reactionary towards humans – and who can blame them? Our first thought seems to be 
‘shoot first, ask later!’ “T” can also mean July 8th to August 4th. LION  Conventions … not sure what these are except that there are 

two different factions from Leo – those from Regulus (Norma) and those from Den.ebola (Hip or Rib) The “elder” & the “younger” 
“Carpenter” is also Leo. The most “splenetic” vignettes would have to be those which deal with the broken banners of the Milky Way 
 

3 74  1 Naples, Florence, Favence, & Imole 
ELOIM  ALONE  …  MOTILE  TIME  
PSILOMELANE  (mineral)  FACE  [in Scorpio] 
ENFORCE  SELF  PLAN    [prepping?]                                                         

ELOIM  ALONE can MOVE TIME  i.e our orbit 
(a hint at taking 20 minutes out of the day – twice in 2011) 
Will it happen again in Pisces and in Scorpio? 
or  PLAN  [to]  ENFORCE  SELF   (Earth?) 

 

“That removed an inconsistency, but there was still 40 minutes of time to be accounted for.  
Someone then remembered II Kings 20, where Isaiah made the shadow of the sun return backward ten degrees to impress the 
dying Hezekiah. "Ten degrees is exactly 40 minutes... Isn't that amazing? God is rubbing their noses in His TRUTH!"— 
Article by Donald E. Simanek….                                                                          full version is in “POLES ROLL” the next forum 
 

SIMPLE RESPONSE to the full article “The Lost Day” :  In April 2011, then again in June 2011 – it was commented worldwide that all the 
clocks – no matter if battery, electric or mechanical had “lost 20 minutes” on each occasion. This news emanated from the Mediterranean 
area and was treated as a novelty only.  The one event which could scientifically account for this is a wobble of the Earth. The antipodal 
area is in the ocean off New Zealand where there  is no one living to say that their clocks were also out by 20 minutes each time. The 
consequences of this “wobble” was the re-placement of Earth which took us out of harm’s way of the two St. Lucy’s Day 2012 asteroids 
One comment made by Adrain in his Sean Morton interview was regarding the sun and what it was doing in his Caribbean tsunami event… 
  

3 90  4 Qui prendra terre au Tyrren Phocean. 
ORPHNE PHONE NOPH: CHAPERONE  
PHONECEAN  OCEAN  EPOCH  END   
PIQUANCE  RETRY  RARE  AU RATE   
UREA [Orion]   PREQUARANTINED  
CRENOTHERAPY (mineral water [in Pisces] )   

Who comes forth/emerges at the land of Tyrrhenian Marseilles 
ORPHNE:   the Oceanid we call the Oannes who in 3 94 of 
“chaperone Earth” (see ADDITIONAL TO THE HISTORY CHANNEL 
DOCUMENTARY)  PHONECEAN  OCEAN  Mediterranean 
RARE  A.U  RATE   Earth’s orbit being “chaperoned” 
EPOCH  END  the age of Pisces and of Anno Dommini 

 

3 90  4 This is a more difficult one to comprehend. Because currently Marseilles  and the Tyrrhenian are not connected, I say “currently” 
because of the recent activity under this area where there is a new found supervolcano.    First we will treat the word Tyrrhenian (Sea) 
Tyrrhenian Stage, a faunal stage from 0.26 to 0.01143 million years ago… saying a great deal of time is involved - if we consider the words 
“comes forth” it brings to mind emerging.      Tyrrhenians, is an ancient ethnonym associated variously with Pelasgians, Etruscans or Lemnians  

 

One comes forth at the land of Tyrrhenian Marseilles. Where “One” can mean “On” 
An enigmatic statement, as usual, not meaning what it at first seems to mean, simply 
because Marseilles and the Tyrrhenian Sea are currently not connected. In 4 27 it dictates 
the “Prince of Dark Men” which speaks of “Six arcing” or arching (over) who shall come to 
deliver the Prince of Dark men via the place “where the pyramids still stand”. The “Six” are 
those who at this moment are “arcing” our sun. The “emerging” are those via the star-gate, 
recall the huge triangle sunspot which was visible for six months in 2012, on our sun/star  

 

3 90  4 Qui prendra terre au Tyrren Phocean 

PHONECEAN  OCEAN (floods) NOPH        (Memphis)    
ORPHNE  PHEON  CHAPERONE                   (Earth) 
RETRY PREQUARANTINED A.U    (astronomical units) 
RARE EPOCH CRENOTHERAPY       (mineral = Pisces) 
UREA (Orion)  RATE  PIQUANCE END                                       

Who will claim Phoenician Tyrrhenian soil…  
NOPH/Memphis in Egypt…         Codes within codes: 
He On, (Oannes), Carpentry (Leonine) Chaperone entry –other 
pernancy (tithes, this is the FALSE RAPTURE) python  career N 
N is February 18 - March 17   ORPHNE:  an Oceanid = Oannes 

PIQUANCE: stimulating.        PHEON the cross of the Templars 
 

3 90 4 – PHEON THE TEMPLAR CROSS WHICH IS THE 
INSIGNIA ON ENLIL’S BREASTPLATE 

EN.LIL THE YHWH IN CHARGE OF THE EARTH PROJECT 

 

4  2  2 Classe par mer, marcher monts Pyrénées. 
ARCHER  SPY   AMPERES   [halo] CHARMER  
SERENE  HOMER  CLASSES    

[Cassiel  – who “renounces scaliest” 5:77.1]    
PASSES  POYNTERS  [poles stars]    

MARCH    PYRES  NOT   SEEN  (New Madrid?) 
CARELESSNESS  PEACELESSNESS 
ARM  [is]  SAPLESS  SCALES  MONSTER  

Fleets by sea, travelling over the Pyrenees 
ARCHER is Nostradamus [Sagittarian] using the star gate “spy glass” 
AMPERES CHARMER:  Electron being- does not sound trust worthy 
SERENE  HOMER  [Plione]  refers to those from The Pleiades 
CARELESSNESS  PEACELESSNESS  a good description of now 
 *ARM is Alderamin in Cepheus:  Reptilians   Although those of 
Cepheus the King (of 1 10) are not in the Mizraim of the Second 
Coming, maybe they should be, using the word “King” as a key   
Miss Rolleston was still working on this when she passed away… 
I stand corrected – see the following – in PISCES NO LESS 

http://www.cresourcei.org/seder.html#festival
http://www.cresourcei.org/cyeaster.html
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XII. PISCES, THE FISHES ~ from the Bible 

Decans.  
Names now in use, 
and Hieroglyphic 

Names  

Egyptian Hieroglyphic Names and Figures* 

“B” is Babylon/Ur 
Noetic Roots traced 

by the Hebrew     
Used in the 

Hebrew 
Bible  

34.  
PISCES THE BAND  

U-OR  

A tailed human figure walking (OANNES)    

U-or* (B.), who cometh, r), Heb.  
To flow forth  r)     

Flood  rw)  Amos 8:8  

35.  
CEPHEUS 

the crowned king,  
with the branch  

PE-KU-HOR  

The wolf lying on the fore-leg of a beast  
Wolf, b)z, who cometh; 
foreleg,[Pegasus] (rz,  
also the seed [Virgo] 

(rz  Gen 3:15  
Pe-ku-hor, this (B.),  cometh (B. and Heb.) to rule  (B.),  

36.  
ANDROMEDA,  

the Church set free  
SET  

A female figure, either that in the circle holding a victim, or 
that holding the band of Pisces, under which are the 

characters, S-r, as of Sirra, one name for  Andromeda,    
which therefore seems most likely.  

Lady or Princess  hr#  Gen 17:15  

Set, set up… {the Earth} also means in Easter Appointed  tw#  Job 14:13  

Sutn being "a king" (B.), this may be "queen," [both] as the 
spouse of Perseus the deliverer, the dice thrower  Set up as king     

* U, to come  from Urania the heavens (B.), Or, to come (B.).  
Those creatures who are mentioned by naturalists (and Da Vinci - ed) as the natural enemies of the serpent were peculiarly 
honoured by the Egyptians, the hawk, the ibis, the ichneumon, the cat, the swine. That they fed on the serpent may be one 
reason why the Jews were ordered to hold them unclean (Lev 11). The poisonous serpent, known by the breadth of the head, 
[Ras] was the representation of the enemy. The innocuous serpent or snake, whose head is slender and pointed, was the hiero-
glyphic figure of the progression of time, which its swift and noiseless motion well typifies. ____________________ 
The Twelve Signs and their accompanying thirty-six Decans occupy the central group of the planisphere. In the circle of figures 
and enclosing that group, the five planets may be recognized, each in one of the "houses," or positions, traditionally, and from 
all antiquity, assigned to them. To the figures to be explained, no ‘tail’ is appended; it cannot apply to them, as ‘this cometh’  
for they are circling continually, and as it were are always present with us.  
Marks of reference have been inserted in the lithograph for the proposed explanations. These are, in the twelve signs, Roman 
numerals, in the thirty-six decans, Arabic cyphers; for the planets, the five English vowels in capitals, and the four and twenty 
letters of the English alphabet for other figures. The hieroglyphic names of the decans are said to be found on this planisphere: 
one at least of the names of the planets is there, Author, that of the Egyptian Venus, by whose figure it may be read. Rolleston 
 

4 25  3 Corps, front comprins, sens cheif & invisibles 
INFORM CHINESE  E.T CORPS Iƒ BLISS:  
CONVERTS  SPIN  IN  PISCES  
CONSISTS PORTS NOVEMBER – FILE RICH N-S 
FISH [Christ] OBSERVERS PROMINENT CONFLICTS 
PRO.VERB MONSTERS’ CONFLICT  (Star Wars) FINISHES  

Body, including  forehead, senses & head all invisible  
CHINESE  E.T CORPS IS BLISS: those in the Tibetan / Altai 
mountains, the Mantric Other Worlders – sometimes called Tall 
Whites or Violets who may have been involved in the Tunguska 
mitigation(Nexusmag      FILE RICH N-S North to South in 
November, but which year?   PRO.VERB is EN.LIL/YHWH 
Is this the 2012.9 of Tom Horn?       November 24th 2013? 

 

4 50  2 De ciel & terre tenir la monarchie: 
CODER  RELIANT  MENTORIAL  MACHINE   

MENARCHIAL  [old]  ANCHORET  TELL   TOR   HID  ENTIRE  
ORCHIDEAN  [male]  NORMA ,  AAMON   RACE  ENTER      
NORMAL  TREE  LETTER  E   LETTER   R                                               

 [induced stupor in] MINERAL (Pisces) 

Holding rule over heaven and earth: 

CODER is Allan Webber via Nostradamus  
MENTORIAL MACHINE  is the stage gate 
ANCHORET  is the female collator of these lines   TOR is either a 
mountain or a “mound” which is a key word for planetoid/Cassiop 
LETTER  E   Tuesday September 17 in 2013    LETTER R NOVEMBER 25 – DEC 22 

8 97 4 REP[L]AY TALES  PEARLY SEAT,  (pretending to be god)  PTERYLAE  (reptiloid)  STYLE  REAP  (false rapture)   REACHES  (Cassiopeia)  

PLANETARY PIGGERY, (breeding laboratory) GREY PLYING RA-SPACE HEATER (solar flares)  CREEPY (grey)  

1 5  2 Par le pays seront plus fort grevés: 
URGE  APPARELS  FOR  PORT’S  FULNESS  
Means: put on a space suit when using the stage gate 
PARALYSES  SENSORY [and] SENSATORY  PYRANOSES    
A clue to the mechanism of paralysis AND time travel              

ORCHIDEAN  having testicles NORMA from Leo AAMON: Anu
This relatively stable conformation means that the hydrogen 
atoms of the pyranose (carbohydrate) ring are held at 
relatively constant angles to one another.

4 90  2 Dans cest instant trembler Milan, Ticin: 
AS  INSECTS  [in] “N”  is net, Set scans 
TAINTS  DECANS   MINERAL  ASCENDS  

INDICANT  SCANNED  NASTIEST  INCESSANT  MILLER  
INSTANCES  SCANTIEST  DISTANCES    
TREMBLE  IN  TERMINAL   DAN             [Scorpio]     
 

In that instant Milan and Pavia to shake: 
AS  INSECTS  [in] “N” Ash tree date February 18 – March 17 
Is net (Reticuli greys) Set (Andromeda Council AND in Easter) 
MINERAL  in Pisces  ASCENDS  date Pisces ascending/rising 
NASTIEST  things in space   MILLER the wheel of precession 
SCANTIEST  DISTANCES   the astronomical unit being moved 

AS  INSECTS  Mantids from Cassiopeia |  TERMINAL   DNA              
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I watched this video years 
ago, and the way this 
creature “walked” was/is 
identical to the one in the 
“Fact or Faked” footage- 
sort of half floating.   
It simply “materialised” 
out of nothing 

The TV show “Fact or Faked” showed security footage in a Mexico home of a Mantis ‘walking’ across a back yard and 

when the investigators went out they encountered a group of these under a tree in a nearby park. These are the same 

which were witnessed in 1999 collecting lavender in France. They have been seen in American forests collecting seeds. 

 

5 8  2 Dedans les globes horrible espouvan table   see “season” 

(following Easter) NEUU  POSE  LIES  BELTANE        
TABLE  EDDAN  TUNE  SAD  END  BE  
LOG ~ TENABLE  [survivable]   
LESS LANDS  LIE,  BLEED 
NEBULATED  BUTANE,  SLEEP 
BELATED R (reptoid) GLOBES  HORSE  BE    

HORSE MONTHS are June 10 – August 4. September 30 -  December 22 
 

Horrible and frightful within the globes         
Beltane always falls on May Day, or May 1, if you live in the 
Northern Hemisphere. Pagans and Wiccans in the Southern 
Hemisphere typically celebrate Beltane on November 1, although 
it is sometimes observed the night before, on October 31.  
It celebrates the greening of the earth.      NEUU  POSE  of  Earth

NEW POSE: poles have shifted             EDDAN: an asteroid                  
HORSE 2014 plus 12 + |BE: Virgo… see LOST  THING  Sais 
Egypt page 16 Go to page 12 here… from Virgo 

SO ONE OF THE TWO HORDES VISITATIONS ARE COMING IN VIRGO, or FROM Virgo see page 12. IN THE YEAR OF THE HORSE, 2014 
or 2026 or 2038+.  Or the “Horse” month which is in Virgo   “Season” in the Bible is when the fig sprouts buds for green leaves 
 

5 44  3 L'ire & l'avare commettra par fainct acte 
AFTER  PARTICLE  MATTER  -  FRANTIC  ACT  AFAR   

FANATIC Afro-American  MET Accurate  Moment  
AFRICAN  ACT :  PART APART  

RELATE  TACTILE [in] ART:     see  6 92 3                      

He will reveal anger and greed by a false act 
FANATIC Afro-American : would this be Obama? 
Accurate moment, is this the Chani portend, “accident negro Apl 27 
PART  APART  sounds like a major earthquake 
RELATE  ART  means go to the vignettes           AFAR  in Aquarius 

 

5 45  1 Le grand Empire sera tost désolé  
REPRIMAND GENDARME DAMPEN EPIDERM 
RESPIRE RATES  ORGANELLES  ALLERGEN  
ERATO [an asteroid]  ROTATES  
NAMED  PRIMED  EASTER   ROSETTA  OS 

SEMIPROSTRATE – ARTERIES [orbit] OLDEST  DANGER    
ROSETTA: meaning this is the Rosetta stone of warnings. (?)  Earth 
lies on her side, it has happened before and the ‘arteries’ would be 
the orbit (which creates our calendars) – new orbit means new 
calendar. This is why the Maya ‘doomsday’ calendar just stops. 

The great Empire will soon be desolated 
There are different greys with various methods of feeding and 
breathing. This one which does so via its skin and  is being 
reprimanded by Nostradamus for arranging the chemtrails 
(ORGANELLES) for depopulating Earth and altering the 
atmosphere to suit them ROSETTA is an enigma as a date 
ERATO is an asteroid (any asteroid) which either ROTATES or 
the result will be the Earth rotating, PRIMED in Easter and the 
final consequences will be in OS – Capricorn 
ARTERIES = orbits                         ROSETTA  = ROTATES 

 

5 46  4    Et sera Rome lesse par Albanois  
BARONIAL BAAL SEMELE PARABOLANI    
ON  ROAM  BOTANIES  SITES     
REASSERT OBEISA                    (submission) 
SEE PARABLE   
MELEES  ROAR  SET  
RARE ARREST EASTER  
NOISE (trumpets) RAPE  SEPARABLE –  

And Rome will be injured by those from Albania: from the direction of 
Albania (and Babel see 2 30. Also “Alba” means the silver/white ones 
BARONIAL BAAL (Baal = the Eridanu, Enki/Ea/Anun.nakim) 
SEMELE means to ‘cuckold’  
PARABOLANI = the dead & buried = M.I.B. 
ON are the Oannes the same as the Baal – just another name. 
MELEES see Melees Land forum – SET is in Easter, seems to me that 
“Passover” was the passing of Nibiru. Earth stops at Easter? 

 

5 46  4  RomeAlbanois AMIABLE  LEO  [Regulans] AIM ARAB ORAN [in] N (Ash tree February  18 – March 17) (in 2017 ?) 

 

Baal (  /ˈbeɪl/ BAYL; sometimes spelled Bael, Baël (French), Baell) is one of the seven princes of Hell. (Hades aka under Giza) He is 
mentioned widely in the Old Testament as the primary pagan idol of the Phoenicians, often associated with the pagan goddess   
Ashtaroth,  aka Ashtar aka Ishtar/Sirius 
 

   

These are all Baal 
TAMMUZ-BAAL: 
Note the BEAR   
the LION and the CROSS (Crux) 
UR.SA and LEO and  
THE CHILDREN who seem to be in bondage 
The GRAPES on the left mean in VIRGO 
TAMMUZ is holding a sceptre which can mean 
Jupiter or the Tribes of greys 
 

 

http://paganwiccan.about.com/od/beltanemayday/a/AllAboutBeltane.htm
http://paganwiccan.about.com/od/beltanemayday/p/Beltane_History.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English#Key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Pronunciation_respelling_key
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_princes_of_Hell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashtaroth
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5 47  2 Trahi sera par les Bisantinois: 
RIOTS  HYSTERIAS   
ATHYREOSIS (under active thyroid) 
TRANSITION [synthetics] LESBIANS;  REAL  RAPES  
PARALYSER IN BASSINET - YEARS BASIS, HISTORIAN  
HEARSAY  ISTAR [Sirius] ANOINT  NATIONS ISHTAR    

(HISTORIAN – the Living Library/Mantis)            see 4 50 2    

Bisantinois: IT IN ON (Oannes) BASIS IN I (Egyptian) BASTIONS  
RIOTS  HYSTERIAS  in Egypt – all of 2012! 
REAL  RAPES:  as opposed to the use of the word “rape” which 
means “attack”. The abductees are being raped! This has been for 
the hybrid breeding (BASSINET) program. ISHTAR/Venus love 
HEARSAY – meaning it is not true – nothing you hear  is true 
when it comes to Sirius- or anything relating to or from Sirius 

BLACK TRIANGLE CRAFT – “I think this is exactly true. Just as the 6 soldiers crossing Salisbury Plain on a fake night exercise were also 
abused by these Black Triangle craft - using psychotronic equipment. In the case of these six men, the only occupant of the craft they met 
was a man in black fatigues who spoke with an American accent, and was abusive to them - they were paralysed.” Dee Finney Emerald Cov. 

 

 
BAAL/SETH WITH THE TAU ANKH 
Is that a djed the Ankh holds? 
BAAL ON THE RIGHT IS ENKI OF ERIDANUS 

 

“And in the end there will be a  
New Earth and a New Heaven, and 

 for prophets there will be no more need 
From the Lost Book of Enki 

Seal of Endubsar 

 

 

for prophets there will be no more need 
 

These words are extremely interesting. 
They are taken from 14 clay tablets which are 

purported to belong to the Book of Enki. 
All three phrases here point to the 

Anu/Eridanu being the source of the Bible 
And the source of all prophets 

 

from tablet three: 
 

Once, twice the Earth's globe he made the chariot circle, ever closer to the  
Firm Land he lowered it. 

Snow hued was two thirds of the planet, dark hued was its middle. 
 

If one reads tablet THREE, the first landing of Enki, a date is mentioned –  
that of the Genesis event in 1:6-8 

 

Thus were the waters below from the waters above separated, marsh waters 
from sweet waters asunder were set. 

 

Day 2:   Phanerozoic  spans  545 million years created the division of the  atmosphere.  

"And GOD said, 'Let there be an expanse between the waters to separate (rain) water from water.' So  GOD made the expanse and separated the water 

under the expanse from the water above it. And it was so. GOD called the expanse 'sky.'  The  Atmosphere ……. And there was evening, and there was 

morning — the second day." - Genesis 1:6-8 

5 54  3 Transpercera Alane & l'Armenie 

PARENTS  PARTNERS  MINE  MINERAL. (to make craft)   
PERTAINS  ENTIRE [Earth] ETERNAL  CAREER  
TERMINAL [goes to] CARPENTER’S  AREA  (Leo  

l'Armenie MALE REIN (Auriga) ALIEN NAME AREL, MARINE EL, 
(Oannes) and  MERE MEN LIE LINEAR RIM        (Orbit) 
The minerals mined for the Other Worlders go to Leo                                                              

    

 

Many of you will notice an apparent duplication of some of the lines.  This is simply because there are often more than 

two different subjects  in each line, with the added bonus which the time period between publishing the different topics 

sometimes has provided incorporated within a better understanding of what is stated in the lines.     One learns more as 

one goes, and this is what Nostradamus meant when he said “PLEASED PALER HEADER”  regarding the simpler genres 

 

 

This becomes interesting…Baal is En.ki…Lord of Earth 
on the left is Leo (constellation) with Sagitta the bowman 
- there is the branch which we call Virgo then Cygnus/the 
goose/vulture/Heron/Crane which indicates in Aquarius        
(in the air) – and Pisces the fishes or even Eridanus the 
river, which does start from that direction, inside which 
Enki/Ea is stepping over what looks like a calf with 
mature horns, Taurus. If it is a kid, it means Auriga (at the 
foot of Taurus)  See the half man half fish coming out of 
the water. This is either the Oannes or Capricorn. He 
holds a scythe which can mean the harvest or Saturn.    
En.ki’s other name was Ea   (Ey-ah) also means ‘water’ 
The winged creature is a mantid (Cassiopeia?)  holding a 
bag of eggs  (the “seed”) wearing his human helmet 

 

 

http://www.caus.org/flytriangle/ft071100.shtml
http://www.biblegateway.com/cgi-bin/bible?language=english&passage=Genesis+1%3A6-8&version=NIV
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From Tablets three and four:……………………………………..             Bearing Eagle's helmets, carrying each a Fish's suit    .   
Ea and Anzu, their Eagles helmets donned, to the firm ground they stepped down. 
Eagles' helmets they had to don; the atmosphere was for breathing insufficient. 
An Eagle's helmet for him was fashioned, with Eagle's wings was he decorated. 
And how the legend of the Fishgod who came from the waters was begun. 
Anzu to heroes commands uttered, their Fishes' suits to put on he ordered. 

Baal is En.ki…En.ki/EyAh was sent by king Anu…arriving wearing Eagle’s helmets because the atmosphere was not safe, 
wearing fish suits because they had landed on water and had to swim! Therefore Enki is Oannes too… Once Enki took 
command of Earth, he named himself Ea – (Ey-ah). The reason Anu sent Enki was to obtain the gold they need to 
contain and support the bio atmosphere of their planet, according to the clay tablets of the Lost Book of Enki. These were 
the ‘giants of old’ with as many names as there are cultures of humans on Earth 

 

  
 

 

8 85 Nostradamus 

Entre Bayonne & Saint Jean de Lux 
Sera posé de Mars la promottoire 
Aux Hanix d'Aquilon Nanar hostera lux  
Puis suffocqué au lict sans adjutoire  

 
 

Entering  Bayonne and St. Jean de Luz 
Positioned in (Mars) March ascendancy 
To the Hanix of the North, Nanar will restrict the light  (Nibiru?) 
NANAR IS A KEY WORD FOR THE CURRENT ANUN.NAKIM LORD 
then suffocate in bed without assistance          (by lack of oxygen) 

 

From Wes Penre: Figure : Nannar, King of Nibiru 
 

“their leader, the son of Nammur/En.lil/YHVH/YeHoVaH/ whose name 
is Nannar, the person [prince] who took over after Anu as the King of 
Nibiru in the 1400s.  
The outcome (again if we believe Bible- and other prophecies), will be that 
King Nannar will beat the forces opposing his mission and thus be the 
victor.   
[King] Anu saw the brilliance in this choice, according to the Intel LPG-C 
have gathered, and he soon made his decision official. Nannar was now the 
new king of Nibiru and the Ša.A.M.i. people, and is up to this day. 
Members of the Ram Clan led by Nammur, whom also left, were Nannar 
and consort Iškur with Nannar returning for a short while in the 16th 
century AD – (now I wonder why? Was it to have information given to 
Shipton,  Da Vinci and Michel Nostredame?) 
Nin.gish.zidda (Quetzalcoatl-Hermes-Thoth) said he was certain that 
Nannar was perhaps the only one who could unite the people again” 
Wes Penre 

 

5 68  2 Le grand Chameau, ne s'en repentira   AUM ACHE 

ETNA  ALTERING  UNDERSEA footnotes   Dan  
PERTAIN RELIANT  INTER-REGAL  DNA 
RENNES  TRIANGLE    

LARGER  CHAMADE    MARCH  footnotes         (drum beats)   
PENRE  PEER  UNSEEN [in spy glass crono visor] 
SERPENTINE  TRAIN  REAL  DANGER  

Chameau – he (it) Macau      MUCH  E.A  (En.ki) – A (Dec 22) 
MUCH EA could mean much water, which suits the Enki clan 
but it means the CUBE UFOs at the sun in December 21/22/12 
INTER-REGAL: leaders on and off world meet in DAN Scorpio 
PENRE would be Wes Penre – what a coincidence! I quote from 
his work above and here he is in a line. I have seen the name in 
the texts before without realising what to do about it. 

Booms Cover-Up! New Madrid Is Waking Up! What The USGS doesn't Want You To Know  
CONTRIBUTOR: Live Free or Die. Are all of the mysterious loud booms being heard throughout the 
New Madrid area and elsewhere in the vicinity the New Madrid fault line awakening? It appears that 
we have a cover-up in progress, with the USGS involved, as we speak. The first minute of this video 
shares proof that... 

Klaus Dona: The Hidden History of the Human Race « News from ... 

battleofearth.wordpress.com/.../klaus-dona-the-hidden-history-of-the... 

4 Apr 2010 – by Wes Penre of Illuminati-News.com ... WES PENRE'S FORUM ...  Tags: Anunnaki, 
giants, hidden history, Klaus Dona, Orion, reptilians…  When Nostradamus names an author – it 
means to research that Author’s work, such as Jno Cook (out of the Lost Manuscript Vignette) or 
John Dee or Tiletanus/Ravestein  
 

The  name  "Oannes"  was  thought  
derived from the name of the ancient 

Babylonian god Ea, but it is now known 
the name is the Greek form of the 

Babylonian Uanna (or Uan). 
 

Throughout the forums of the Hidden 
Texts I have been taking this as “Van”… 
 

The Eagle helmet and the “Fish suit” of 
the Anun.nakim 

 

http://battleofearth.wordpress.com/2010/04/04/klaus-dona-the-hidden-history-of-the-human-race/
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/5865f40439/a224cfa85b/d03b41edc9
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5 87  4 Et sera ceur d'Espaignols circunde . PS alongside  
REASSURED DESPAIR UPRAISED EASTER  
LOGICIANS  PERSUADING   
SPREADING  RUNIC  USE    
PERSUADES CLOSING TREASURES    (stage gates) 
Assured Secret Centuries - Circles Under   (in the south)   

d'Espaignols : pleading S.O.S... Save Our Souls (a prayer) 
SPREADING:  either the DESPAIR is spreading or the Hidden 
Texts – the warning not to be fearfull,  that is what they feed on 
Note that the LOCICIANS are the ones which provided us with 
the runes/alpha.bet, the 12 base number – called Numerators  & 
Metricians in other lines – even Sine 

 

5 92  4 Qui des Romains ne sera trop conforme  
PRAETOR AIM  ARREST  EASTER  
MOIRAS  MANSION  DO  REQUEIM  ARMS   
INSANE MISDOER PROCREATES  EQUIFORM  
ROMANISED  CORPORATE  NEAR  SET (Easter) 
MID  SEASON  OS domain rises  REIS N-S     

Will not be too agreeable to the Romans/Normas (Leo) 
ARREST of the Earth. 
MOIRAS = asteroids.  MANSION is a zodiac house. 
ARMS  in Gemini     OS is  in Capricorn 
ORIONITE  PROCREATES   EQUIFORM  = Men In Black  
ROMANISED is Norma/Leo  The CORPORATE nearby in Easter 

 

5 92 4 REIS N-S    The Piri Reis map, North to South.  MID SEASON means  Mid  Easter  season or mid season  OS (Capricorn) = Yule 

 

5 100  1 Le boute feu par son feu attrapé                 see 9 50 4 

OPERABLE  PART  ARSON  UP 
PARATTU  BUTO  PROFANES  [in]  FEET      
FORTUNATE   PAROS                                                                                    

The incendiary trapped in his (its) own fire 
ARSON  UP: solar flares?                    FEET means in Pisces 
PARATTU  etymology Perthro/Perseus PROFANE contemptuous 
BUTO green serpent or Reptoid 

 

5 100  2 De feu du ciel Carcas & Cominge:  Magic scan core 
TRACES  CESAR  CARTOMANCIES  CYCLE       
TONEMIC  GENOMIC   FEUD 
DEUU  FEEDING   FED [Federation]  
TRACES COMTES  METONIC CARCASE [moon] 

AA   ARCS ~  FEIGNED  COMETS  COMING  [via NASA]    

Of fire from the sky at Carcassonne and Comminges:  Carcases 
coming which is a reference to what we call Men In Black, the 

revenant… Carcas  Cominge:  Cosmic Carnage  
CARTOMANCIES  (zodiac card reading)   the vignette with the 

wheel of precession where Virgo is missing, and a Giant fights a 

“lad” (Dal)                        DEUU greys which feed via the skin 

 

Before Its News …NASA Confirms: Deadly Asteroid Bounds Toward Earth - Asteroid 2012DA14 –my question is WHY IS NASA CONFIRMING 
A Close Encounter. Sat Mar 3 … WHEN NASA NEVER MADE A PEEP REGARDING TOUTATIS UNTIL AFTER  IT HAD 
BYPASSED?  beforeitsnews.com/.../NASA_Confirms:_Deadly_Asteroid_Bounds_Toward_ Earth_-_Asteroid_2012DA14_-_A_Close_Encounter.html.      

4 55  3 Mort presagee de sang statue taincte 
PRESAGE:  REPORTS COMET CREMATION  MANTICORE        
            PRESTORAGE SEED  AGEDNESS STAGNATES  

TUNGSTATE  OMITTANCE     
ASTUTE  TONEMIC   AS   N   AGE          
METONIC  STATUTE   AGE   ANGST 

Our Moon changes her 19 year cycle, that is: moves orbit 

Foretold statue stained with blood (the Sphinx?) 
CREMATION:  great fires MANTICORE is the Sphinx 
THE SEED BANK In Norway 
Looks as though tungsten should have been included 
N  AGE  is Celtic Ash Tree date   Feb 18 – March 17 
AGE ANGST: the end of one age and start of another 

AS  god of the Aesir – from Cassiopeia, is a Mantid  

tonemic - A type of phoneme that occurs in languages that use tone to convey differences in lexical meaning 
Ash Tree is in Pisces, Feb 18 – Mar 17. And May 25 – June 3 and Nov 22 – Dec 1)      

 

6 4 CODES WITHIN CODES 

Le Celtiq fleuve changera de rivaige 
Plus ne tiendra la cite' d'Agripine: 
Tout transmue' ormis le vieil langaige 
Saturne, Leo, Mars, Cancer en rapine 

 

The Celtic river will change its flow:  
Plus [when] not applying the quote of 
Agrippina: All changed except the old 
language Saturn, (time ) Leo (sun), Mars 
(March), Cancer (date) in plunder 

CELT language clues 
ROMAN/NORMA clues 
Keeping the obsolete keys 
Saturn, (time ) [in or from] or even to 
(March), Cancer (date or Ursa Majors) 

 

6 13  2  La plus grand part le voudra soustenir  
US  [in]  REED GRANDPA  ASTOUNDS  

(by protecting us from the two asteroids in 2012) 

GRANDPA’S  LOVE SENT [in] ARDUOUS  APRIL  
PAUL UNITES  PLANTARD’S~GRAIL [stage gate] 

RELIANT  VUORD [that he is ] TRUE  SON [of]  SAVIOUR                        
PALL  ENTAILS  REVOLT,  PLURAL  R [in] PILLAR 

PAUL UNITES all the portal gates needed to be shut down in 2011…  

REED = October 28 – November 24 – includes All Saints/Souls 

 

The greater part (off worlders) will want to uphold it (the move) 
PAUL becomes the new GRANDPA = those from Arcturus      

assistant after UUilliem52 had an accident in the stage gate saving 
Nostradamus’ life (Stage Gate/Stargate not published yet – on 
Nostradamus request. So far it is 52 pages). The Grail is a portal 
It is unfortunate that Plantard was such a rebel within society (as 
was Jesus)    Note the addition that Plantard was telling the truth 
about his bloodlines?  PILLAR: December 23   PLURAL  R: the 
reptoid Draco/reptilian hovering around our sun  

  6 13  2  REED includes All Saints/ All Souls. The following is from the Prophecies of Leonardo da Vinci 
“OF REMOVING ALL ON ALL SAINTS' DAY”  falls on November 1 – in REED 
“Many shall leave their own dwellings, and shall carry with them all their goods and go to dwell in other lands.                       
(The GREAT TRANSLATION AGAIN mentioned by Nostradamus in his Epistle to Henri) OF ALL SOULS' DAY 
                                            All Souls Day falls on November 2 in REED 
“How many will there be who will mourn for their dead ancestors, carrying lights for them!  
(Men In Black – the revenant/risen dead  spoken of in Revelation)           
OCTOBER 31ST – YEW TREE DAY…THE  GREAT  TRANSLATION  in  HALLOWEEN - HOW APT 

**1 Thessalonians 4:16  **1 Corinthians 15:52  
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6 14  1  Loing de sa terre Roy perdra la bataille  

DRYOPE  DOING  SEDATING  ARREST  
DIAGNOSE  RATE  LILLE  PYRE   
DELEGATION  DESIGNATES  E  
AT EASTER D [Friday]   
DRAPERY (media hide)  TALLIABLE   ERROR    
BAAL  ALONGSIDE  DESOLATING  PREY 

Far from his own country (planet?) a King will lose a battle 
DRYOPE is one of the Pleiades Ameliorating the ARREST 
LILLE   PYRE   fire caused by an asteroid 
EASTER  E is Tuesday D is Friday     E means the Heroes 
The media cloaks the tallies caused by the Earth slowing 
BAAL are the reptilians –  
ALONGSIDE  the sun, who is the PREY? 

6 14  1     From the Prophecies of Leonardo da Vinci 
“Creatures shall be seen upon the earth, which will always be fighting one with another, with very great losses and frequent deaths on 
either side. These shall set no bounds to their malice. ...  
O Earth! What delays thee to open and hurl them headlong into the deep fissures of thy huge abysses 
and caverns, and no longer to display in the sight of heaven so savage and ruthless a monster… 

6 15  1  Dessoubs la tombe sera trouve' le Prince  
SUBADOLESCENTS  BLASTOMERES  - TOUUER  PERIL  

ARREST- RULE OUT TOMB  EASTER  ROSE  4 45 1 
UUATER  BASE  ATOM  BOMBLAST  PERIL  
BAROMETERS  BERATES  MOST    
LOOM  STAMMER  BOAT    

Under the tomb will be found the Prince: under Giza? Prince of  Dark 

Men…from Sirius coming via the stage gate  TOUUER PERIL:  does 
this speak of the EMR damage caused by signal towers on 
growing youngsters?     or  Babelian language  barrier to knowing 
LOOM is weaver or Ariadne, an asteroid. STAMMER = shudder 
BOAT is the barque, the Earth.   BAROMETERS  =  the climate 

 

6 20  1  L’union faincte sera peu de duree  
EASTER  SECRET  Centuries   (Passover /Nibiru)       
FIONA  ELVIN  DELIVERED  INTERFACES               
RUE ON - PERSUADED  RAPE  -   I [Egypt]          
DUE  ELEVEN ONN   (March 11th – 19th)    
E.U. RUIN - REVILED  INSECT  FASCINATE   

The feigned union will be of short duration  
Fiona Elvin has a forum of her own. She is an astronomer, who 
will repair the calendar in 2017.     Once our new orbit is settled  
RUE  ON – the Oannes 
Is referring to the Oannes/Anu who, it seems must have  
arranged the Japan March 11 – March 19 2011 event 

6 20 1  The  EASTER SECRET might stay that way.  But I was thinking that PASSOVER is the PASSAGE of Nibiru OVER 
             E.U. RUIN in I - Yew Tree day – eve of the winter solstice – December 18/19/20. Yew tree day is also Samhain/All Saints 

6 22  4 Liberte faincte sera au corn et cri   

CESAR’S  LYRIC  CORRECT - INTERFACES Centuries   
CYRIL CERASTAE  TIBER  AREA  BELLY (Aries)              
RIB  COUNTER  FAINTER  AU  EASTER  
ICY  TYRR  RELIC (Nov 25 – Dec 22) 
UN COUNTER ANTIFEBRILE (against fever)  

Sham liberty will be proclaimed abroad eg: “freeing Iraq” 
The vignettes of Cesar’s Lost Book illustrate the hidden texts  
CYRIL = Lord  CERASTAE = horned viper  
ICY  TYRR: means the Tyrrhenian Sea/Italy, just as stated  in the 
line South Africa to Italy, meaning S.A. moves to where Italy is    thus 
placing Italy over the top and just past the North Pole 

6 22  4 It is in the very last line, 10 100 4, that the codes within codes gave the information that South Africa will move about 4,800 Nautical miles north 

CERASTAE    those of transformed men, whose foreheads were deformed by two rough horns,  from which the name Cerastae  
Latin: horned viper CYRIL \cy-ril\ as a boy's name is pronounced SEER-el. It is of Greek origin, and the meaning of Cyril is "master, lord".  
From Kyrillos, which is derived from "kyrios" 

RIB  those from Leo are against a FAINTER (further away) astronomical unit (orbit) 
UN COUNTER anti-febrile medication, so the UN are against a medication which helps 

6 24  4 Qui par long temps pacifiera la terre   & see |10 10 1  
A  REQUIRE  EQUIP  AFIRE   
REAL  POLAR  FIRE   APRIL  
PAIR  FILARIAE  REQUITER  SPICA  (in Virgo)   
LONG  PROGENITAL  (the Anu) PACIFIES [Perse  

Who will bring peace to Earth for a long time see 6 39 3 

A  [Cassiopeia] REQUIRE : need  EQUIP: cause  AFIRE:  CMEs 
this is the 390 to 550 North “Poe” effect, but which April? 
FILARIAE  parasites – from Perseus? Or from Virgo see pg 12 

Pair 1 13 3|3 4 1|5 47 2|5 100 1|6 24 4|8 6 2|9 18 2|9 50  
6 30  2 Sera trahi aux ennemis le siege  

AYAH  (EYA/EA)  EAGEREST  STEER.AGE  
AGREES  ARREST  [age at]  EASTER  
Annexure  Hysteria   
SEXENNIUM  MISSILE  SIEGES  

The siege will be betrayed to the enemies  
En.ki [lord of Earth] is eager to steer the age/orbit by first 
stopping the Earth in Easter (the PASSING OVER would do 
that) STEER may be a pun on the date in Taurus. 
SEXENNIUM  the sixth year – from when? 

 

6 33  2 Ne se pourra par la mer garentir  
GRAUE  ETRURIAN [Pelasgian]   

EUROPE’S TERRAIN= URANITE PRETENSION APR  
SUPER  REGENERATION  SERPENTINE  R  

GARMENTURE  (keep hidden)   ALARM ~ URGE  RETAIN  
PRETENSION = UR  ET  PIONEER  MARS  PENSION       
    

ETRURIAN [Pelasgian]  are the Giantes. I read about giants in 
the Solomons in Nexus Mag. They use space craft and steal people. 
URANITE « heavenly » PRETENSION would be False Rapture 
in APR …SERPENTINE  R, the Draco which are not reptoids 
GARMENTURE : (keep hidden)  is a pun, meaning the Andromeda  
Council, and the pun is to HIDE YOUR FEAR…RETAIN PRETENSION 

6 30  4 Pres de Braban marcheront ceux du Liege  
ABB  MAN  BREACH    PERIGEE    THRONE  ARCHER   

COHERENT UX CHORE HERON BARB Branch  
MAN NOT EXCLUDE  BASEBRED DEBASER 
real ADDER EXUDE  [in] MARCH 
American [president] exclude  north  American  

BrabanLiege  codes within codes  follows 

 Near Brabant will march those of the Liege  
ABB = Chald. for Virgo   THRONE  in Libra/October     
ARCHER in Sagittarius  COHERENT  UX joint ‘gods’ 
CHORE  (moving Earth) ADDER February 18 – March 17    
a very consistent date!            MARCH – it seems to me that 
Nostradamus was making very sure we knew it was March he 
speaks of, maybe just in case the ADDER clue had not been 

http://www.thinkbabynames.com/beginning/1/Cy
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/ending/1/ril
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/search/1/greek
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/search/1/master
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/search/1/lord
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/meaning/1/Kyrillos
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/search/1/kyrios
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A  (Cassiopeia) enlarge bib (protective area around Earth) 
able bearing, ran Bible age (age of Pisces the fish) bare big 
lane [orbit – creating the asteroid belt?] [solar] gale near bib-  
Rib [Leo] bean [pulse] gale – Rib began Ale [May 13 – June 9] 
Angel range bib in Ale. Be {Virgo/BoÖtes/Arcturus}alien barge 
BIBLE ANGER A [Cassiopeians] RAGE [at] AN [Anu] BIBLE 

found?   ADDER of course, could well mean a serpent, a 
dangerous one, such as the “plumed asp” of Quetzal.coatl 
[concrete spirit/shape shifter] “retunring” 

 

ABB  MAN  There are various Other Worlders from the Virgo 
joint BoÖtes /Arcturus direction, mostly benevolent according 
to Nostradamus … barge means the Earth 

 

 

ABB  MAN  GRAYSLI  RACE – 100 to 140CM HIGH 
VISITED EARTH 12 TIMES 
do take this illustration as an invention 

HAVE TWO HOME  PLANETS  IN  VIRGO 
from 
THE ALLEGED RUSSIAN BOOK OF ALIEN RACES which SAYS 
THEIR MODERN FIRST VISIT HAPPENED IN THE ERA OF THE 
PHARAOHS OF EGYPT which lasted from 3000 BC (DZOPA/DROPA?) 
They last came February 2004 but “in 1947 told Dr. Robin-Evans that 
they originally came from a planet in the Sirius-system.  [Fiction?] about 
20 000 years ago and again in the year 1014 two Dzopa missions traveled 
to earth.”                  In 1014, they crashed in this mountain area. [Fact] 
LOOKS  MUCH LIKE THE MYSTERY “Starchild” SKULL FOUND IN 1930 
IN MEXICO AND DATED TO Ca 1100AD 

 

6 32  2  Prins surmonte' sera par son desordre  

ISUS REMOUNTS  N [Ash tree] EASTER  
ENUMERATORS  [Anu] ENTER  S [Apl 15-May 12] 
MOURNS  PAROS  [to]  SARDON  
PARDON  ORDERS:  SEPARATES  Astronomers                                                        

Captured, he will be overcome through his disorder   
this is the Roswell Grey He Rod, with mutated DNA 
ISUS is YESUS – coming in the name of Jesus Feb 18 – Mar 17 
ENUMERATORS those who are obsessive about the number 12  
PARDON  ORDERS:  in 6 100 “inept critics” etc 

 

6 34  3  Dedans sera telle sedition  

TELL  DEARNESS  [high cost] EASTER   
ALERTNESS  EDDAS  EDITION:  ENDS  AD 
EL DEIS [god] ALTERS  DEADNESS  RATE  AD ENDS      
ARSENATES DEITIES LATER - EDESSA ONN  
IODINATED  DIET  ~  NON  DISEASED    

 

EDDAS  EDITION:  asteroids  appear 
Diseased ONN (March equinox – 18/19/20th  see Footnotes 
ARSENATES  from Sirius   EDESSA Turkey 
Due to radiation poisoning or engineered plague which is 
substantiated by the medical advice from Dr Nostradamus 

 

6 34  3  Diseased Onn (March equinox – 19/20th  
There seem to be numerous mentions in the alternate media regarding various “diseases” in and around the 
March Equinox. Not the least being radiation from Fukushima – which is turning up in milk in New York. 
Then we have the military in the Middle East spraying the local inhabitants with various acidic bio engineered 
and depleted uranium dust… not only in the Middle East, but on their own citizens!     See footnotes too 

The US Army Sprayed Parts Of St. Louis With Toxic Dust  
www.newshour24.com/.../20410-The-US-Army-Sprayed-Parts...Oct 4, 2012 – Army's secret chemical 

testing in St. Louis neighborhoods during Cold War raising new concerns 

Chemtrails - US Military Continues To Spray Chemical - Laden Skytrails 

rense.com/general15/chemUSmilitarycontinues.htm Under the banner of some top-secret scientific agenda, 

the US military continues to weave chemical-laden contrails in the skies, causing health problems. 

The wall relief on the right provides the same details as the vignette with the veil on page two. It does seem that 
one faction from Leo are the guys in charge over everything. The four wings of the Anu and their Nephilim, the 

“staff” and all of it balanced on the Nibiru symbol of the crossing  

 

6 39  3 Aupres du lac Trasimen l'azur prinse 
ARTEMIS  [Orion] NUMERALZ,   ISTAR [Sirius]  ZUAR   

PURSUED USURPED  PERSIAN  
MARINES  Nuclear disaster  
CENTRALISM  MINERAL 
PERSUADES DUAL RACIST ARMIES ACT  

the azure captive near the Lake of Perugia  
NUMERALZ the Numerators/Anu      ZUAR  to mock & taunt 
USURPED  PERSIAN  those from Perseus/Algol/Medusa 
MARINES  Nuclear disaster fits in with 1 46 3  
CENTRALISM  MINERAL centred around the month of Pisces 
PERSUADES   the Nuclear disaster persuades 

1 46 3 Cause adviendra bien stupende et mirande 
 

Because America trident-submarine upends, radium ruined Mediterranean 
 

6 40 1  Grand du Magonce pour grande soif estaindre  
ORION  ARRANGE  ARMAGEDDAN  SET      [Easter          
IS  READING  DANGER - GRAND  OURƒE    (Ursa Major)  
 
GROUP POUNCE - ORGANISED FATE IN GOD’S  NAME   

To quench great thirst (for blood)  the great one of Mainz [Mains/hands] 
ORION  ARRANGE  the  URSA MAJORITES (Mar.Gid.Da) 
Against ‘Arm’ (obs. for Cepheus ‘Coming’… to rule) 
I mention ‘ARM’ as it is part of ARM.MAR.GID.DA 
which may have happened before – hence Megiddo 
MAR.GID.DA being obs. for the GRAND OURSE  

http://www.newshour24.com/2012/10/04/20410-The-US-Army-Sprayed-Parts-Of-St--Louis-With-Toxic-Dust-During-A-Secret-Cold-War-Test.htm
http://rense.com/general15/chemUSmilitarycontinues.htm
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Magonce Codes within codes (“HANDS/MAINZ” is obs. for those from Leo) 

COMA  NG  (date: Ng is Reed (Yew) October 28 – November 24 which is in  Ophiucus!)   AMON  (Orion or Ophiucus)  G  C   
AMONG  C  (the rune means moulting,   C = Ophiucus/Scorpio  and  NUT  March 22 – 31, August 5-Sept 1   on a Wednesday  
G = JERA:  a question of timing, patience needed   GEMINI  constellation  (Procyon)  IVY: September 30 - October 27  a  Monday 
Summary: “Coma” can mean a Nova or in Coma/Virgo. Amon [see pg 12] Ophiucus are not going to be the goodies this time round 
Those of Procyon are in league with the Andromeda Council, the goodies so to speak 
IS READING DANGER - GRAND OURƒE   (Great Ourse - Ursa Major) this could mean – noticing that Ursa Major has been 
‘turning’ is ‘reading danger’ – a sign for us to get ready. The entire Milky Way has been ‘turning’ and re-turning  lately 
 

6 40  2  Sera prive de sa grande dignite   
PAIR EDITING AGGRANDISED  PRESAGIENT   RESIDUE    
PAIR  ENTRIES  ADDING  ARSENITE  DUE  IN  SET  
SAINT  PIERRE  REPAIR  PERSIAN  RITE   
RESET AGGRANDISED  RIDE  EASTER  

 

AGGRANDISED  PRESAGIENT   RESIDUE   is a reference to the 
41% of all the Hidden Texts which warn us about the Oannes etc 
ARSENITE is those from Sirius SET has a couple of  dates PISCES 
3

RD
 decan [into Easter in 2013] and ARIES first decan    EASTER 

AGGRANDISED  RIDE  means our orbit being moved 

6 46  1  Un juste sera en exil renvoye    
YOU:  SEER  RUNE  ENVOY  

JUST ENVY YOUR  LINE  

I.E.  LXX  [Septuagint] ALIEN  EASTER,  STEER                                                                                     

PERSIAN [Iran] RITE: is Persia named after Perseus and what rite? 
 
EASTER,  STEER  = following in Taurus        or 
ALIEN  STEER (Earth) in Easter  ie set up the co-ordinates                                                                         

 

6 48  2 Accompaigne' d'une langue diserte   
COCREATES  COMPACTER  STEADIER  MAP 
RESIDUE EVADING  VENU  GUIDES:  EASTER  
CREATES U.N [as] GENERALISED GUIDE 
TRACE ANGELISED CAMPAIGN CODE  
 

Accompanied by an eloquent tongue 
COCREATES the Anu along with other Off Worlders arrange a 
more balanced Earth,  but there is  a faction (RESIDUE) of Off 
worlders who are avoiding being involved in the EASTER venue 
This could also be saying Earth is avoiding the residue  of debris 
from the EASTER event (PassOver). 

6 50  2 Sera l'inceste, conmis par la maratre   
PAIRS: COMETS  SPIRAL  [with] 
RELIANCE COMMENSALISTIC       
ALARM  ARREST   EASTER,  EAR 

SINCE [after] COMTES  [greys] INTERLACES [join together] 
COMMITS  LARCENIES  [using the sun] 
SEERS  ART   CANTICLE  ALARM  

 
COMETS  2013  does have many comets  
COMMENSALISTIC secondary use : of moving the Earth away 
from harm…   from our own sun 
ARREST  (Earth)  EASTER,  and  in  EAR [Virgo] 
SEERS  Nostradamus  ART   the vignettes of Cesar 
CANTICLE  sings  ALARM  the vignette with a huge close sun 

 

6 69  1 La pitie' grande sera sans loing tarder   
READING LOANS RETARDING TRIAGE  
ANS  ERA  DANGER  LOSING  TIES  APRIL  
RED SEAS RENEGADES ARSENAL  DEARNESS  
REDESIGNATE  GRANTED  OIL  TRADE   APRIL             

The great pity will occur before much longer  
GRANTED OIL:  The greys need OIL in order to feed, but not the 
oil you are thinking! The Treaty agreement to TRADE IN MEN 
LOSING  TIES   the Space Tethers meant to be ‘lightning rods’ 
DEARNESS  - high cost 

 

6 83  4 Et sera contre a` la fleur tant bellique  
RULE  FLARE  EASTER,  FALL [Autumn] 
REFUTAL  QUEEREST  ILL                                                                 
TRACES  REAL  BELIAL 

UNFLATTERABLE  ANCESTOR  

And it will act aggressive against the flower (DNA) 
CME FLARE  in the southern hemisphere  FALL  double pun 
Earth falling 
QUEEREST  ILL  mutated DNA from radiation 
REAL  BELIAL – the Anu or those from Perseus 
 

 

6 92  3 La cité au glaive de poudre, face aduste 
LEGUIA (Peruvian Politician)  ACTUALISED  
POUUDERED  AUGITE (mineral/Pisces)  
ACIDULATES  FACE [in Scorpio] A. [Dec 21/22] 
LACE  DUST :  EDUCATES  TACTILE   FEAR   

TACTILE in “ART” see 5 44 3 in a vignette – or a statue to find             

The city  put to sword in dust the face burnt (consumed by a powder that 
burns – Cheetham)  This is happening now in the Middle East 

LACE  DUST  = Chemtrails? Depleted Uranium? BioWarFare? 
TACTILE  ART would be statues (or pillars) could mean ‘tangible’ or 
the date that “pillar” means – December 23.  The Sphinx is a statue 
TACTILE ART – statue – the Sphinx as it appears: half lion/human 

 

6 94  3 La poison taincte au succre par les fragues (strawberries)  

CATENATIONS  ARGUES  ANOINT  FELSPAR  
CONTAINS  SUPER  ACCURATE  POTIONS  
NATIONS SANCTION POISON SELF   
OPTIONS  PLAGUE  U.S  
SAGE  INTACT  SAFER     

The poison is disguised within sweetened things 
here it tells us toxin is inside a sweet thing disguised (saccharine?) 
Someone is Arguing loudly regarding     ANOINT :  chemtrails 
with plague inside    CATENATIONS could be the loud booms 
FELSPAR – in Pisces 

6 98  2 Leur grand cité taincte, faict pestilent: 
GRANDEUR  A.A  DICTATE  SEPTIC  (poison) 
NICTITATE   INFECT   REGULAR   insect  
[mosquitoes, tics with]  EPISTATIC   
FACET  IN  PISTACITE (mineral)  LENT      
 

 EPISTLE  LIST  EN-TITLES   DETRACTING   RULE  

 

Their great city stained, pestilential deed:   chemtrails 
GRANDEUR  A.A  = Grander Ancient Astronauts 
REGULAR  insect  NOTE  as opposed to Mantis insectoide 
(epistasis) hypostasis: the suppression of a gene by the effect of an 
unrelated gene.  NICTITATE reptiles have eyes with an extra eyelid 
LENT  in 2013 begins FEBRUARY 13 and ends MARCH 30 

EPISTLE   here is where I have been given permission to mention 
the contradictions with the PREFACE, which is in the Introduction  
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7 1  3  Au faict Royal le comment sera sceu  
LAY:  TROY  AEACUS  ALLOY  (shapeshifter  backstabber 

EROTICALLY  LOYAL  SURCEASE   CELL    
ARES  FACTOR COMES:  ENTER  EASTER   
ECONO-RATE  METRICALLY ASCEUU    [skewed]              
CESAR STEERSMAN: CASTS  A.U 
UNUSUAL [slayer] RAY,  ALL  ICE    
Aurelius (Golden Ones) [what seems like]  lunacy   

The invention will be known by the Royal deed    (sounds like the 
stage gate will become known when a president uses it to leave 

the sinking ship!)             SURCEASE   relief 
EROTICALLY   LOYAL     the  Cassiopeians 
ARES means both from Leo and manslaughter  
CESAR: painted a vignette regarding these topics…will publish 
in the second  half  of this topic  titled POLLS ROLL 
CASTS  A.U – Astronomical units – our orbit 

“And thou wilt give thyself relief, if thou doest every act of thy life as if it were the last. Confine yourself to the present.”  M Aurelius 

7 1 3 TROY deceitful  AEACUS  grandson of the river god. The river is Erid.anus 

7 4 4 Passer les monts contre les Anconnois 
A  CANON’S  SOLEMN TOLERANCE  
(AS) CONTROLMENTS [controls] OMENS 
ASPERSIONS PASSION (ASCENSION ?) APSIS   
RELENT CLEANS EONS SEPSIS OCEANS ONN 

AS PERSONAL- ISES  ELECTRONS  (halos) 
PERSIAS [Iran] PROSAICNESS   (foolishness) 

 Anconnois = On scan ion … 

scan noon sun  I ( Halloween and or 18/ 19/20 December) cube UFOs 

AS the singular god of the Aesir... in league with Cassiopeians 
APSIS: a line joining the lowest to the highest forming the major 
axis of the Milky Way.  SEPSIS OCEANS –  a result of Japan nuclear 

accident and the Gulf oil spill combined        A: Cassiopeians 
ONN = March equinox  ELECTRONS: users are the Erid.anians 
 

7 11  3  Nouvelle a` dame estrange et bien amere  
GENERATE  EASTER ,  NOUUELL  DATES  

MEDEA  Alleged  BEGET  NEUU  ADAM   
GENEROUS  NATURE  UUELL  MADE   
NOSTRADAME  SAME   AGREEMENT   
RENAMES  AMBIENT   BIT                   

 To the lady strange and very bitter news 
MEDEA  those of Argo, one of the “unholy six” – with a 
description of them by Nostradamus 
The name of Medea has also been given to an asteroid but that is 
not the intention here 

 

Letter 41 1562 “As far as the thymiama is concerned, various people think different things -- some call it amber, 
[WINTER solstice-Maya calendar  alleged “doomsday” date according to the main stream media. Amber is cipher for Pleiades] 
others something else -- but be persuaded that what I have sent you is the true thymiama [declension/descending] 
thanks to Medea, which once  she had [gathered it], made old men to grow young again” 
 

.The first century Roman Philosopher Lucius Annaeus Seneca also hinted of a pole shift:  
“A time will come in later years when the Ocean will unloose the bands of things, when the immeasurable Earth will lie 
open, when seafarers will discover new countries, and ‘Thule’ [tool-ay] will no longer be the extreme point among the 
lands.”   – Quote from Seneca’s “Medea”   

 

“In Greek mythology, leader of the Argonauts and son of Aeson, king of Iolcos in Thessaly. His father's half-brother Pelias seized 
Iolcos, and thus for safety Jason was sent away to the Centaur Chiron. Returning as a young man, Jason was promised his 
inheritance if he fetched the Golden Fleece for Pelias, a seemingly impossible task. After many adventures (with the Argonauts) 
Jason retrieved the fleece with the help of the enchantress Medea, whom he married. On their return Medea murdered Pelias, 
but she and Jason were driven out by Pelias' son and had to take refuge with King Creon of Corinth. Later Jason deserted Medea 
for Creon's daughter; this desertion and its consequences formed the subject of Euripides' Medea.”  
 

“Achilles fought and killed the Amazon Helene. Some also said he married Medea, and that after both their deaths they were 
united in the Elysian Fields of Hades — as Hera promised Thetis in Apollonius' Argonautica. “ Wiki 

 

MEDEA is a key word for the direction of ARGO constellation – a very large area – and it is those from Argo are part of the second 
coming, one of the “unholy six” yet they are “the desired ” which is the reason I dubbed them “the mole” in some lines. The other 
thing regarding  Medea is all the off hand references which indicate the use of stage gates – even the Argo herself was supposed to 
“travel backwards” stern first!                                                                                              The cipher “amber” is for Electra, a  star in the Pleiades. 

Hagg 2:7  Argo, (the oar)  Soheil, the coming of the desired, with his people  

 

7 13  2    La teste raze prendra la satrapie  
PILATE  [U.N.]  SATRAPAL  STATE:  PARASITE  EASTER  

ASS,  PSALTERIA  E.T.  ALL  ATLAS   
ASTRAL  A  PANDERER   
LATEST  PIRATE   RAZE 

The bald one will take over the satrapy. A Grayle  will take over 
Satrap:  A governor of a province ,  usually means the Vatican 

PSALTERIA The omasum - meaning those E.T. with vertical 
duodenum problem. ASS is those from Auriga, one of the Second 
Coming visitors … along with ASTRAL A  those of Cassiopeia 

THOSE OF THE SECOND COMING ARE:  from  ARGO, SIRIUS, ORION, AURIGA, PERSEUS, CASSIOPEIA… and they accompany 
Orion (Anu).  Since Leo does not seem to have a mention, (Carpenter-Norma),  it seems that the veil has kept them well disguised. 

 

 
compare 

a Perseid –  
South America 

cave glyphs  
see parasite 

  

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/marcusaure148744.html
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7 41  4 Maison salubre et sans bruit habitee  
R.E  HIBA NURSABLE  LAB  USERS  
TABLE  REUSABLE  SUBTREE (DNA)  
BERATES  ANEMOSIS  ABUSE  EAST ~ ALL  RUN 
BELORUSSIAN BELARUS  BURNS EASTER   
SANEST  HABIT  SONS AIM  BURY  U.N  LOANS  

Healthy house inhabited without noise – a celestial zodiac house  

R. Draco E  greys  HIBA in vitrum  NURSABLE   hybrid babies 
LAB  the LUNAR NURSERIES  reusing our DNA  

ANEMOSIS  tornado winds  ABUSE  the EAST  

(Chernobyl) it did happen at Easter 26 April 1986 
SONS  AIM  BURY LOANS  ~  the same way Iceland has 

 R: Draco E: planetoid Hiba: life’s gift (in Vitrim) 
These are the Cassiopeians orbiting the Earth The QUARAN table mentions clones “nurseries”  Anemosis: definition by the Free Online 
Dictionary n. 1. A condition in the wood of some trees in which the rings are separated, as some suppose                                         
ANEMOSIS  by the action of high winds on the trees; shaken 

7 41  4 Maison salubre et sans bruit habitee  
AN BURNS ALL EAST BELORUSSIAN  SONS  EASTER      
UNRESTABLE ANEMOSIS AIM  BELARUS  
HIBA  LAB  USERS  BERATES       
NURSABLE  REUSABLE  SUBTREE   
SANEST  HABIT  BURY  LOANS   BREUU                          

The house (zodiac) normal and inhabited without disruption 
ANU BURNS is this the “slayer ray” of a solar flare -supposed to 
affect 39 degrees north to 55 degrees north See 8 4 1 next page 
BERATES  down grades REUSABLE  SUBTREE  = DNA 
BREUU    is a Celtic date: May 13 – June 9,  the same which 
Chani spoke of for the “FUSE  YEAR” 

  7  41 

Les oz des piedz et des main enserrés, 
Par bruit maison long temps inhabitee: 
Seront par songes concavent deterres, 
Maison salubre et sans bruit habitee. 

 
The bones of the feet and the hands bound,                  (enclosed) 
bones/Capricorn - feet/Pisces - hands/Leo - bound/Andromeda 
For a long time the house inhabited with chaos            [1260 days] 
Digging [tunnels] an illusion - they will be unearthed     [extracted]                
The house (zodiac) normal, inhabited without disruption 
 

8 6  2  Luisant, print Malte subit sera estainte  Metal ET at  Elm 

LYAEUS  BLUEST  STATELY  ARSENATE 
SUN  IT  SPIRANT -  SUNNY  I  AMULETS   
SALT  TRIBES  SAT  YULE  TAINT  EASTER  
TILETANUS  [Ravestein]  ASTATINE  ASTREA   
SUBTLETIES  SUBLITERATE  SUBTITLES    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Malta is taken, suddenly it will be extinguished  (by water 
I: Egyptian AMULETS a date and the winged disc of Nibiru 
Amulets plural is early spring, singular means December 23 
SALT  [Perseus]  SAT  at the sun YULE.  TILETANUS already dealt  
LYAEUS is Dion.isus is Sirius, now we know who the “azure” 
and “bluest” are.   1 13 3| 3 4 1|5 47 2|5 100 1|9 18 2|9 50 4  

 

RACE DRIES 2.5 METRES HIGH  SO THESE ARE BLUE GIANTS, BUT NOT FROM SIRIUS 
KIDNAP PEOPLE FOR REPRODUCTION… ARE THEY ALSO THE “METAL” E.T? 
according to the alleged Russian book of Alien Races 

FROM THIRD STAR IN CETUS THEY  HAVE  2 HOME PLANETS  
COLONISED 40 PLANETS  & WORK WITH THREE OTHER RACES, SUPPOSED TO BE 
REVEALING THEMSELVES IN 2022   EAT – ANIMAL  PROTEIN  
NOWHERE  HAS  NOSTRADAMUS  MENTIONED THESE 
placed here only because they appear blue 

 

 
MENTIONED OFTEN IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS BY VARIOUS NAMES 

RACE ALCOHBATA [they call themselves] COME FROM  PERSEUS – 

AGGRESSIVE 
ONE OF THE “PARASITE” RACES  which ABDUCT HUMANS  

from the Russian alleged book of Alien Races 

OVER 5000 SHIPS COLONISED OVER 100 PLANETS 
DO NOT LIKE TO INTERACT WITH OTHER RACES 
THE “CUP” ON HIEROGLYPHS REPRESENTS THEM 
LAST SEEN SEPT 2001 IN CANADA[according to this book] 

 

 

 

3 45  1  Les cinq estranges entrez dedans le temple.     ARE THESE THE  Metal ET at  Elm 

EDDA REGENTS ENTERS  Pl    STRANGE  ELEMENTS  AGENTS  PER  EL  angels 
Pi in the Sky-Sky Typing over San Francisco Bay Fremont CA 9/12/12  
Airplanes Numbers Fremont CA Skywriting Sky Writing "Pi in the sky" Ishky Zero1 Biennial 3.14    
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8 6 2 TILETANUS  [Ravestein]  (book of bad angels)  ASTATINE  ASTREA  = “SALTS STAR’ = PERSEUS 
Facts about the Definition of the Element Astatine 
The Element Astatine is defined as... 
A highly unstable radioactive element, the heaviest of the halogen series, that resembles iodine in solution.  
 

Interesting Facts about the Origin and Meaning of the element name Astatine 
The name originates from the Greek word 'astatos' meaning unstable. 
 

Facts about the Classification of the Element Astatine 
Astatine is classified as an element in the 'Halogens' section which can be located in group 7 of the Periodic Table. 
The term "halogen" means "salt-former" and compounds containing halogens are called "salts". The halogens exist, at 
room temperature, in all three states of matter - Gases such as Fluorine & Chlorine, Solids such as Iodine and 
Astatine and Liquid as in Bromine.                                        www.facts-about.org.uk/science-element-astatine.htm 

 

8 4 1 Dedans Monech le coq sera receu 

(holes in car) RELEASE  ODD  CONSEQUENCE  MARCH 
LOSE ~ DO QUEER ASCENDANCE  MARCH 

MAN [Orion] DEMANDS  U.N  DECREASE CHOLERAS  
ONCE  [after] DAMN  RARE  SEAR  REDUCE  [popul.]  

OMENS  A.D  ENDS  DUE  DAN  COQ  
H.C [collator]  DEDUCES  Q  E  D      
 

“which had to be demonstrated”:  see 3 45 1 previous page 
and see also the forum EVENTS  PROVEN  TRUE as well as 
the forum END OF AN AGE. Holes in Capricorn = sinkholes 

The coq [Argus/Puppis] will be received before  Monaco  

Monech. C [Ophiucus] come H {in Taurus] C H omen 
DECREASE  CHOLERAS  reduce spreading plagues 
DAMN  RARE  SEAR  REDUCE  see 7 41 4 ANU BURNS 
Car is the first ten days in Capricorn …from December 22nd 
DAN is in Scorpio Year of Coq the rooster 2017/2029/2041 
Q.E.D.  
is an initialism of the Latin phrase quod erat demonstrandum, 

originating from the Greek analogous hóper édei deîxai (ὅπερ 

ἔδει δεῖξαι), meaning "which had to be demonstrated".  

 

8 10  4 Feu veu au ciel, peuple estranger deffait  
UUAVE  GENERATES  DANGER,  SET  Fate    
RELATES  LEUCIPPE,  PELEUS  EASTER    
REAGENTS   GENDER  SLEEP  REED  

SERPENT  STRANGERƒ  RIƒE  (rise) ~ TARIFFED  LA-    

 

                   
 
 
 
 

fire seen in the sky,  foreign nation defeated  
SET is also at Easter.  UUAVE  water? pulse? hordes? 
LEUCIPPE as an Oceanid is Oannes, as white horse the date is 
June 10 – July 7  PELEUS is either the Anu or Perseus  
REED  October 28 – November 24   (which is 2012.9) 

TARIFFED  LA-   Louisiana sink holes ? 
 

8 39  1 Qu'aura este' par prince Bizantin             bait in NZ 

PETRAEUS  PERSPIRANT  ZIB   
QUINTAN  AUUARE   SEAUUATER  SEPARATES  
UUAR  Quarantines   Persian  EASTER   
PRINCE  NIBAZ   BAIZE  

He who would have been for the Turkish prince  continues 
will be removed  (is this Obama?) 
ZIB  means in October,  which is when Petraeus would  have been 
« perspirant » QUINTAN  the Dee Five Books of Angels – the 
40 of the 40 stars of the  Pléiades.   SIRIUS  BAIZE = insulate 

Petraeus Scandal Reveals Massive Islamic Infiltration In Obama ...www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=12220 
Nov 16, 2012 – Petraeus Scandal Reveals Massive Islamic Infiltration In Obama Administration. 

Kings 17: 21-31   the Avvites made Nibhaz and Tartak, and the Sepharvites burn their children in the fire as sacrifices   

NIBHAZ - (the barker), a deity of the Avites, introduced by them into Samaria in the time of Shalmaneser.  (2 Kings 17:31)       The rabbins 
derived the name from a Hebrew root nabach , "to bark," and hence assigned to it the figure of a dog, or a dog-headed man. The Egyptians 
worshipped the dog.  Some indications of this worship have been found in Syria, a colossal figure of a dog having formerly stood at a point 
between Berytus and Tripolis.  topicalbible.org/n/nibhaz.htm            Thus those of SIRIUS – and think of the dog headed Anu-bis 

QUINTAN  the Dee Five Books of Angels – the reason I say the 40 – the books contain messages from 40 angels, there are 40 stars 
all together which comprise the Pléiades (which of the main 7, one is Alcyone who have gone over to the Anu) and the crop circle in 
« Nostradamus & The Angels »  had the 40 angels’ alphabet,  in which only 15 characters  could be ascertained due to poor clarity.  

8 39  2 Sera tollu par prince de Tholoze    hell to the Oz zoo 

REALLOT  HOT  ERA  TO    
SUPERCHLORINATED  SEA  
PLURAL POLLUTERS  LOZE  - EASTER’S  TOLL    
ENCRIPTED  ERAZE   PERPENDICULARS     

 
ENCRIPTED  Other Worlders    ERAZE erase   
PERPENDICULARS   ? something  straight up 
orbits, atmosphere? 

 

8 45  3  Au mot du guet la mort sera tardee  
*Et. Al. = et alia  TRADE  METAL  
TREATS   U T  ASTREA,   TEST  ASTARTE   
ARRESTED  ROTATES  EASTER (then) 
REAUTOMATED   
MORTAL TREMORS  RATES (of people) DUG OUT  
 

STORE  TALE  DOE ~  ME (Orion greys) RA [ray] ARA AMULET  
or EASTER                                

At the word of the watch, death will be delayed   
“others” TRADE  METAL (gold)… part of the treaties 
TREATS  means “deals with” U (heavenly) T (Ursa) TESTS  the Anu 
ARRESTED [Earth stopped] ROTATES, (pole shift) EASTER   
or ARA [December 2nd to 12th] DOE (in Capricorn) AMULET is 
December 23  and in springtime 

STORE TALE = put your hard drives safe from E M R 

M the sky rune for Orion  E the sky rune for Herculis 

8 10  4 UUAVE  water?  June 10 – July 7  … there is a remote viewed event of a very large Tsunami travelling to Mt Kilimanjaro  
which is 172 miles inland and just on 5,900 metres high, possibly caused by the same event which puts a tsunami over the road on the 
Harbour Bridge in Sydney the same date. The ship clearance for this road is 49 meters.   Waves of water are also called white horses 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Initialism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Latin_phrases_%28full%29
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=12220
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Astarte and Yahweh 
Long before the Yahweh cult emerged among the Hebrews in the Ancient Near East the Goddess Astarte was worshipped by them. Her 
oldest temple at Byblos dates back to the Neolithic and she flourished in the Bronze Age where she was also known as Demeter in Greece 
and Ishtar in Babylonia. King Solomon worshipped Astarte when the Israelites had not yet fully committed to a monotheism with Yahweh 
cult (1 Kings 11:5). During the Bronze Age some Israelites perceived her as the female consort to Yahweh. Her symbol was the dove and 
coinage portrayed Astarte as the heavenly dove [Pleiades]  of Wisdom (Walker, 1983, p. 253-54).  At the height of her powers there were 
many gods and goddesses one of which was Yahweh; [En.lil] the Psalmist refers to a "Divine Council" [the Ennead] of these gods which 
Yahweh addresses.   James Still 
 

8 45  3  Au mot du guet la mort sera tardee 
Easter  T (Ursa)  TRADE Et. Al. = et alia   (trade in men 
ASTARTE TEST ~ STORES  REAUTOMATED    
MORTAL TREMORS… RATES DUG OUT   
ASTREA  (the stars) -  ROTATES -  ARRESTED  ARA                         
U  RA TREAT  DOE  ME  AMULET  METAL  LATE  (tale)     

At the watch, word of death will be delayed   
EASTER ASTARTE  (an asteroid) passes very close 
AMULET early Spring METAL if this means ‘mineral’ it is in Pisces  
LATE =  in Pisces  ARA in or from Sagittarius, the second decan       
RATES (of people) ASTREA [the stars, also Ra Seat] 
ARRESTED [stopped] the Earth 
REAUTOMATED  (pole shift)   the Earth  METAL a metal year 2010+4                

 

8 47  1 Lac Trasmenien portera tesmoignage  
OMNIPRESENT  CARTEL  METRES  POINTER   
REPORT  REPRESENTATION   STREAM  
MENS CLEAREST  ENEMI : AGE.ING  
GETES (Zeus) TRACES ATOMISER  Geometri   
PRAETOR   GANG   ~ MOIRA  EASTER 

nets [Reticulans] remain, intense Arm [reptilians] ~ insert Amen 
Nine [ennead] E.T.  Mars                    Aten rise Etna Mn Mar. 
OMNIPRESENT  CARTEL  METRES  measures  POINTER  polestar 
AGE.ING a pun. ING AGE is the age of the harvest 
PRAETOR   GANG   the reptilians of the Vatican 
MOIRA is an asteroid 

 

8 47  1 LacTrasmenien  = "CANARES TIME N (February 18 – March 17)  L (in Pisces)   CANARES  MTN  LIE  (falls down) 
A CETES IN MAR…ANCIENT  REALMS     this ‘Cetes’ would be the Cecrops CRANIAL MEN (Eridanu) IMAN LANCER SET 
RAN ARSENIC MANTLE CENTESIMAL (one hundred sided see 3 25) CASTLE  (planetoid) IN MAR. – ELECT SAN IN MAR 
AN ELECTS IN MAR "AN, M, CENTRALISE LANCE MTN ARIES LANCE IN RAM, SET NAIL CERN AM  SET CERN AM A - NIL 
CETANE  IN  MAR  Cetane: A colourless liquid hydrocarbon of the alkane series, C16H34, used as a solvent, but could mean Tau Cetians 
"AN  IN  CELTS  MARE LANCES TIN (UK) MARE (July 8 – August 4)  
REALM IN ASCENT MINERAL (feldspar Feb 18 – Mar 17)  ASCENT IN  MAR - CAN SLEET IN MAR  AN MAN RELIC [Nov 24 – Dec 22] 
MI LENS - ATEN CAR LISTEN SILENT AMEN CAR, LINES MEANT CAR, MELTS INANE CAR  -      "CANINE  is the CANARES ISLANDS 
"CANINE  LET  ARMS  (in Gemini) CAN'T LIE  N/S  MARE  (July 8 – August 4) MANTLE  (Earth’s) SINE  CAR (in Capricorn 1st decan)  
The mantle is a part of a terrestrial planet or other rocky body large enough to have differentiation by density.  The interior of the Earth, similar to the 
other terrestrial planets, is chemically divided into layers. The mantle is a highly viscous layer between the crust and the outer core.  
SALIENT AN E [heroes] CME “SALIENT CERN AM/MA “SALIENT CMR CAN “SALIENT MEN CAR « SALIENT NAME C Ophiucus R reptile 

 

  8  48 

Saturne en Cancer, Jupiter avec Mars, 
Dedans Feurier Chaldondon salvaterre. 
Sault Castalon affailli de trois pars, 
Pres de Verbiesque conflit mortelle guerre. 

Saturn in Cancer, (Ursa) Jupiter with Mars 
in February nan [Pleiades] hold cod [Oannes] saves earth 
Sierra Morena besieged on three sides 
near Verbiesque, war and mortal conflict. 
The Word close by 

 

8 59  4 Par mer chasse' au besoin faillira  
MARCH   APRIL  ARMS   EAR   PILLAR   OS [yule] 
FILIAL  [brotherly]  BIOGENS  ERRS  ISON [comet]   
FILIAL  SACHS  sear,  FLAIL,  ARMS  ING  ABUSE         
SEA  RAMP  SEARCH   err  CRASHES                
SEARCH   FAILING   BE [in Virgo] 

ARMS the reptilians from Cepheus “coming to rule” 

chased by sea will fail at time of need  
ARMS  in Gemini EAR  in Virgo  PILLAR  Dec 23  OS  
ISON  due “at the end of 2013” which is PILLAR & OS…will 
be seen from  end of November. Brotherly biogens is either 
the Pleiadians and or the Anu.    SACHS pocket shaped UFO 
SEA RAMP = a seagate, “crashing” this could be the accident 
which kills UUilliem52 - aide to Nostradamus in the stage gate 

8 63  2  Merdri la femme et le filz par despit   

STRIPED  PREDATISM   
Iƒ ELZ  SPREADZ   DRY  FLAME   
LAY Female DESPAIR  LIFE  TIME  LEFT    
LET MEET FLEET  FAME –  
PERMITS  LIFE  APRIL   

 
IS STRIPED PREDATOR THE ELS… (which are NOT the 
Elohim - ) spreading the slayer ray 
LAY is the collator – yes, it is frustrating to know that there is 
much more important information in the Hidden Texts and do I 
have enough time to accomplish any of it? 

 

8 65  2 Il parviendra au chef de son empire  

PAIR [this line] U.N  IMPERIL AUCH ARNAUD   
ERIDANU HEED OMENS: REPAID U.N PERIL   
FEED  PRE  IMPERIAL  SON  UUARRANDICE  
RUINED  FED  EMPIRE   UUAR              APRIL  

 
AUCH  ARNAUD   in France U.N. is under Off World control 
(in other lines)     ERIDANU take vengeance on the U.N. 
PRE  IMPERIAL  SON  Jesus? UUARRANDICE  (obligations) 
FED  EMPIRE   Federation ats Empire (Draco) star wars 

 

8 68 2 Hors de sa change se verra desarme   
RARE  E.M. [electro magnetism]  HORSE [date] 
CHASED (following) HARE  [date] MARE  [date]  

 

They will find themselves disarmed  (by a C.M.E.? or bolide 
HARE:   February 18 – March 17 
HORSE: Celt key :  June 10 – July 7  
MARE:   Celt  key:  July 8 – August 4   
E.M: Electro Magnetism (The Grand Pulse)  

 

http://www.gospelcom.net/bible?version=RSV&passage=1Kings+11:5
http://www.infidels.org/library/modern/james_still/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrestrial_planet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_differentiation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crust_(geology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outer_core
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8 79  1 Qui par fer pere perdra nay de Nonnaire  
ARYAN  PANDERER:  AIR   NONE,   DAY  [in]  ONN   
DOYEN  ANNOYED  EN  EQUIP  IRAN  FEAR  
ANODYNE  [peaceful]  ONE  PREFER  DENY     [war] 

rain none (fits in with 40 years no rainbow) 
ONN (March 18/19/20)      PANDERER is one of the  grays 
DOYEN Hillary Clinton? Annoyed Eridanus [the U.N.] cause 
“Iran fear” which is the nuclear threat.              

8 79  1 Nonnaire : Nan [Pléiades] in ore [mineral/Pisces] Nan, Rein (Auriga) O – orbit. Nan, En (Eridanus) Rio 
4 47 4                                                  VOIR  LES  PLUS  GRANS  PAR  COL  ET  PIEDS  PENDUS 
 

SEE (in the air) – SUSPENDED  (Pisces) (Taurus) 

“and nothing ambiguous or amphibological inserted” says Nostradamus to king Henri in the Epistle! 
Here is a perfect example of both “ambiguous and amphibological”. Originally readers in past decades have always thought 
this line referred to the public hanging of Mussolini and his mistress – which is quite true. For the Hidden Texts however, the 
ciphers of “feet” and “neck” for the zodiac signs, being dates – is in full view for those who are “initiated”. The ‘great ones’ 
“suspended in the air” then becomes visitors from the heavens flying in full view, “suspended” as space craft do. 
Interesting also that Taurus does follow Pisces as a date. Those from Pisces area (there are several which include Tau Cetians 
and those “spun in Crane”) and those from Taurus area are the Plejarens (the Pleiades [‘GRANS’] are in Taurus) those from 
Algol (Perseus) and those from Aldebaren (“caudex [thick trunk and/or having a tail] sexual rogues”). We can presume 
nothing when it comes to the warnings from Nostradamus. We certainly cannot disagree regarding the words “great ones”.                           
A more full explanation follows in the codes within codes: 
4 47 4  SEE THE GREAT PLEJERANS SUSPENDED (in the air)  near the sun THROUGH  DAN,  PISCES  - TAURUS                                            
 

The Earth could be who it is ‘suspended in the air’.  There are several UFOs next to the sun in DAN in Scorpio which commences 
October 22nd         DID YOU NOTICE THESE CIPHERS GAVE THE SAME DATE AS THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION ? in CRONO VISOR 
 

8 95  1 Le seducteur sera mis en la fosse 
.A.  MEASURER  MARRIES  [bride of Christ?]  
AIM  MARIE  Centuries  LINES  MINERAL,  S  Oƒ  
LEST  CREATURES  USED  TREASURES 
ALFONSE (Jordan)  REARMS  IN FLAMES  
LESS TRUE (lies) SEDUCES MARINES ARMIES  

The seducer will be placed in the gulf/pit -  outer space? 
.A.  is the sky rune for Cassiopeia, who do claim  to have been the 
origin of Jesus Christ Messiah. They are the hybrid breeders using 
synthetic female seducers.  AIM an asteroid which clues are in the 
Centuries LINES (the mineral date asteroid is here in this forum) in 
the dates of Pisces, (mineral)  S: Willow Tree date April 15 – May 12 
and in Capricorn (Os)    TREASURES are always the stage gates  

 

8 95  1 MARRIES  The Bride of Christ or bride, the Lamb's wife is a term used in reference to a group of related verses in the Bible—    
in the Gospels, Revelation, the Epistles and related verses in the Old Testament. Sometimes the Bride is implied through calling Jesus a 
Bridegroom. Others believe it refers to the 144,000 anointed elect mentioned in Revelation 7 and 14... the Bride gives the water of life in 
Revelation 22:17  John 4:10-14 explains that water of life is eternal life, only God can give eternal life (via the stage gates – is that what the 
water symbol is in the hieroglyphs and “under Giza”?). Also, in Jeremiah 2:13 and Revelation 21:6, it is written that God said that he is the 
source of living water.  Wiki 

9 3  3 A Rome (more) naistra deux monstres a` testes double  
N  EXTRUDES  MOST  ESTATES  MID  (LATE)  EASTER  
IT  STEADIER N ROAM  SUN: READIES  EMONA  

UXED  DOUBLE  EMONA,  TREAT  LATE(MID)  EASTER  
ARSENITE  ASSORTMENT  BREUU   
ISTAR  STATES  MOX  MOERAE  

states that using nuclear fuel was one of our possible destinies 
indicating we did not have to. Destinies are a result of choice 

Two double headed monsters (asteroids) are born  at Rome 
N is also Ash Tree date February 18 – March 17. Also the sky rune 
for those from Eridanus. STEADIER “N” may even mean Nibiru since 
the word ROAM applies. READIES an asteroid… many asteroids seen 
by remote viewers to trail in the wake of the Nibiru solar system.  
An assortment of Other Worlders (who use arsenite to contain their 
atmosphere) in BREUU a date of  May 13 – June 9th. ISTAR is Sirius 

Rome : E M R. O[orbits] Orme (manna) Omer (Pléiades)  
 

9 3  3 Moirae - any of the three Greek goddesses of destiny, the “apportioners”;  identified with the Roman Parcae and similar to the 
Norse Norns. MOX fuel, is nuclear fuel that contains more than one oxide of fissile material, usually consisting of blended plutonium  
I am wondering if Manna has a high concentration of iodine, because of the connection with radiation (EMR) – the solar flares too 
 

9 13  2 Condus de nuit pour marcher à Leuxois  
UUINDIEST  PROTIUM (H3)  CARRHAE   (conflict)   
REACH  OUR  X [joint] AXIAL… A.U   UUIDENS 
URANIUM  DEPOSIT  DISUNITES  ARMOUR  
IT POUR  MARCH  Discontinued   ARCHER  
UNITED  REAL  SIOUX   

Night conduits (see space ‘tubes’) travelling to Auxois 
CARRHAE   (conflict)  sounds like nuclear war 
A.U. is the astronomical unit 
ARMOUR means the protective  Van Allen Belt 
ARCHER would be the ARA of another line, the 2012.9 date 

9 13  2 Leuxois : Six [unholy six] O[orbit] Ule – U[uranite] six, Xeus, Leo,  Sioux El,  Leo IX[treaty] U.S… ex oil 

Leuxois is meant to be L’Auxois, a breed of horse – hence is a chain reference to HORSE 
and most likely the year of the horse 2014 (due to the enormity/expansive size of this breed)   
as opposed to the month of the horse… 

Originally from the Côte-d'Or and Yonne region of France, the Auxois breed is a descendant of the 
old Burgundian horse, In the 19th century there was an infusion of Boulonnais and Percheron 

blood, as well as the Ardennais and Trait Du Nord, which increased the overall size of the Auxois. 
They are closely related to the Ardennais, and since the beginning of the 20th century, only 

Ardennais blood has been used to improve the Auxois. They are now somewhat taller than the 
Ardennais, standing 16 to 17 hands high weighing 1700 – 2400 lb  Wiki.   

Both breeds are selectively bred for the horsemeat market due to their bulky size.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boulonnais_horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percheron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ardennes_%28horse%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trait_Du_Nord
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horsemeat
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9 13 2 Night conduits (see space ‘tubes’) travelling to Auxois  

Giant Space Tubes UFO Teleportation/ Blue Energy ... - YouTube  

 

 

► 7:07► 7:07 

www.youtube.com/watch?v... 

25 May 2012 - 7 min - Uploaded by Universal Trek 

Enormous space tubes are being found throughout space. UFOs seem to be using these space tubes as a conduit.. 
 

9 20  4 Esleu cap. cause tempeste feu sang tranche. 
SENECHAL  GRANT  CAP  FETE.  USE  A.U  
CLUE:  AMPUTEES [Leg] USE  FEET CLAUSE  
TRANCHES [matured contract]  HENCE UNSAFE                                                                     

Cap et chose to cause tempestuous bloody slicing  fire: laser/slayer ray 
CAP are those of Auriga part of the second coming. FETE may 
pertain to the “feast” (cannibalism) using the A.U. event (orbit) 
Leg refers to those from Scheat in Pegasus. FEET means in Pisces 

 

9 30  3 Cap. de Bisance raues crier helas 
AS  [god] ARSENIC CALEPH  USES  CHARLES  

This is saying that AS  is a Caliph of  the Anun.nakim 
HERACLES  [Hero] CABINS  ABIDES  PALACE   
RIBS  ACNE  SECURANCE  SARACEN’S  HEIR  
 

CRIES  CURIE  (radium) CAUSE  Cancer 

alas crying in the streets of Turkey, Cap et | Caput is the 1st decan 
(ten days) in Aries zodiac constellation 
ARSENIC  refers to the ‘arsenites’ who use arsenate mercury and 
gold to make their solar shields. PALACE can mean zodiac house 
RIBS of Leo/Den.ebola    ACNE refers to the Nevus warty greys 
SARACEN’S  HEIR  refers to the Templars inheritance, the holy 
grail of the time portal 

Cap. why did Nostradamus not spell Capet in its entirety ? Because it is not Capet. It could mean Caput in 
Triangulum /Ing/ harvest Cap. is also Capella of Auriga, and it is amusing that et stands for extra terrestrial. Cap. 
may also be meant to be in Capricorn.  

 

9 26  1  Nice sortie sur nom des letres aspres  
RELATES  MODERN  PERSIANS  USE [of]  MONIES   

RELATES  DEMONS  PRESS  INTERCOURSES  PRINCESS  
MOURNED NICE  STORIES  MODEL  
COURTESIES  IN  PRECESSIONS   
TRESPASSERS   EASTER  ~  S [April 15 – May 12] 

Relates to modern Iran and its use of money…?  Buying 

nuclear “parts”? 

The “demons” press conversation with the “Andromeda 
Council” which was something Alex Collier did say about the 
former Anu tricking the Council (NICE STORIES MODEL) into 
allowing them access to Earth during this passing over.   The 
PRECESSIONS comment is about the Anu wanting to get to 
Earth (to supposedly retrieve their mining gear – that was 
the story) during this crossing of the precession  (the “mill 
wheel” movement of the constellations). 

 

9 33 3 Trembler l'Italie et l'unde de sainct Marc         in March             
VALLEE (Jacques)  LITERAL  SEMANTIC  ANTICS  
T  [Ursa]  TRAIL  DIANES  IDEAS   T [July 8-Aug 4] 
DECADENTISM  TREMBLE  TEALLITE (mineral)  
CRATER [Cup] VEND  DISTANCE   

Italy to tremble and hordes of St. Mark (Marcabian/Ursa/Pegasi)  

VALLEE (Jacques)  to take everything he says as literally true 
DIANES  those from Orion 
those who are decadent need to be afraid 
CRATER [Cup] those from Perseus sell/tell they are not close  

  9 33 

Hercules Roi de Romme et d'Annemarc   DARK MEN of 4 27 

De Gaule trois Guion surnommé,               HERCULIS  RODS 

Trembler l'Italie et l'unde de sainct Marc              MARCH  

Premier sur tous monarque renommé               . 

 
Hercules King of Romans [Normas] and of dark men  (of Sirius) 
With the surname of the  trefoil Rod abductor,             (Guienne) 
Italy to tremble and hordes of St. Mark (Marcabian/Ursa/Pegasi)  
First monarch renowned above all       (The Herculis Hero Ehwa) 

9 33 Guion – chief, thief (abductor) guide, leader with the surname of Guienne – where stands the oak tree over – oak a key word for portal 
  

9 35  4 Et marchera contre le Myrmidon         my Nimrod 

NIM ROD CARRHAE (battle) ENCROACH MODERNITY  
REIMOND  REMATCH  HERA TOLERANCE  
MERCHANT  NOT CARE   
RE: MY  ARCHER  [collator] - MERELY  DOMINATE 
                               (Hence the second web site) 
NOTE  MY  ELECTRON   RYME  MID  MARCH 

 

And (E.T.) march against the ant people (Mantids)  star wars 
ENCROACH MODERNITY  has come into our times 
REIMOND  a grey REMATCH  HERA an asteroid 
NOTE  MY  ELECTRON  RYME  MID  MARCH 

this is all about the ONE MALE forum, with the fishes over the 
tectonic plates and the words ONE MALE/MENOLEA on the page 
The vignette is on page 27 or thereabouts 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqOppNV2KjQ
https://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DTqOppNV2KjQ&rct=j&sa=X&ei=tjsYUaTPLcL7kgWpx4FI&ved=0CEIQuAIwAg&q=SPACE+TUBES+YOUTUBE&usg=AFQjCNEanROBygSRn_QP1LT9ozT3kPtRBA
https://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DTqOppNV2KjQ&rct=j&sa=X&ei=tjsYUaTPLcL7kgWpx4FI&ved=0CEIQuAIwAg&q=SPACE+TUBES+YOUTUBE&usg=AFQjCNEanROBygSRn_QP1LT9ozT3kPtRBA
https://www.google.com.au/url?url=http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DTqOppNV2KjQ&rct=j&sa=X&ei=tjsYUaTPLcL7kgWpx4FI&ved=0CEIQuAIwAg&q=SPACE+TUBES+YOUTUBE&usg=AFQjCNEanROBygSRn_QP1LT9ozT3kPtRBA
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9 35  4 Et marchera contre le Myrmidon  
M.R.  E. *T.  MARRON  DO  THERMAL  YINM  
DEMONIC MERCY CATTLE 
RE:  ARCHER  OMEN   CAR  
note my R.E. electron  mid  March            in 5  91  1    

 
MARRON  Lobstermen or the Mantids YINM  =  division at the 
molecular level using laser on cattle mutilations 
E: Hercules T: Ursa.  M: Orion. R: Draco reptiloid.  
Note the pun...Mr.  E.T. RE OMEN in CAR         Dec 22 – Jan 1 

              

9 44  2 Saturne d'or en fer se changera 
ASTREA CERES (Sirius) GENEARCH TAG,  ARES                
ARCHES:   GREAT-URSA, TURNED  
STARS~CHANGE  RUNA   

SEER FOND HC REES ENCHARGE sage rat UNDER SEARCH  

NATURE’S  ERA  CHANGES  in  EAR  [in Virgo]  
or Ear [Virgo see pg 12] changes Nature’s era 

Saturn will move from gold  (Leo)  to iron (Scorpio) 
ASTREA :  means ‘star’, so ‘star’ CERES becomes Sirius. 
Nostradamus put it this way because there is an asteroid named 
Ceres, and in this case it is all about Sirius. TAG: implants which 
is described as ‘cedula’ in 4 73 3  ARES: manslaughter. Ares also 
means Leo, so this could be a pun, because those from Leo are  in 
the False Rapture too.              RUNA  January 21 – February 17 

 

9 44 2   ARCHES: always means the heavens  GREAT-URSA, TURNED: has anyone noticed the Milky Way (January February, March 
2012) that on occasions the Milky Way has been running south to north? This leaves the Southern Cross pointing west causing the 
URSA MAJOR constellations to be TURNED. This is the Earth ‘wobbling’   Sage rat = Sagittarius rat (that I am) UNDER in Australia.  

ERA  CHANGES  in  EAR  - ear of corn which is held in the arm of VIRGO.  
There is no Virgo in the zodiac wheel vignette of the Lost Book of Cesar de Nostredame. 
 

TAG: implants described as ‘cedula’ in 4 73 3 ARES: manslaughter.  CEDULA and TAG  implants would be the ‘mark of the beast’ 
 

9 49  1 Gand et Bruceles marcheront contre Envers  
CROTON ENCOUNTER TUBERCLE  THRONE  
CHORE DANGERS   DEBT  ON  MESH CAR 
CURB  THRONE  {Libra] UN CELEBRATED 
MARCHERS  GRANDEST  BRUTE  
CLUE  MARCH  CHARMS…  
ENSURE   HERON  NOT  ARC   

BrucelesEnvers: sees clever burn, clever suns beer[May] 
serve blur scene, even bless recur. Lens (spy glass) cube server 
CHORE the task of moving Earth   DEBT  ON  the  Oannes 
MESH [meet the others around the sun] in CAR  quite so  
– it was in the first ten days of Capricorn 2012 that all the     
Other Worlders began to congregate around our sun 
HERON   [Crane constellation]  whose greys are “spun” 

9 50  4  Le jeune crainte & frayeur Barbaris 
BARB  BUYER  JAILERS ,  BARBA  FETTER  ISRAEL    
ABJURER  I [Egypt] UNCERTAIN   
RENUNCIATE  re Jabiru   
ELS  RAY AREFY   AFTER  FEBRUARY  RUE  JUNE   
YEAR  ARAB  RUB  CETAIN  FEET            see 5 100 1 

The youth fearful and Barbaric terror – is this the “king of fear”? 10 72 

 
 

UNCERTAIN  but seems to be those from Perseus in other lines 

re Jabiru  would mean Africa 
 

CETAIN – Pakistan/Iran RUBBING/washing the feet is a custom 

CETAIN:  KAMBOJA (NAME – “KOOMB.I.YAH”) KINGDOM IN INDIAN LITERATURE BENGAL, SRI LANKA, CAMBODIA AND SANSKRIT   
              EQUIVALENT OF IRAN 

9 61  1 La pille faite à la coste marine 
ALIEN COMTES  PLAINER ATOMISER  AIRPLANE  COST  

RAIMENT   MORTAL  CASE 
RELOCATE  ETERNALISM  LINES    
LOCATES  COMETS  ARTEMIS,  MARIE   
IN MARINE  COASTAL  STREAM    MINERAL  C.    

9 61  1 ETERNALISM  LINES            

The plunder made upon the marine coast 
PLAINER ATOMISER  chemtrails – plainer than what ? 
RAIMENT  [disguise]  the media disguises even the word ‘chemtrails 
and the chemtrails themselves hide much as well     
two asteroids – the Adrain event :Vermont to Chile 

MINERAL  in Pisces  C  (Hazelnut date) March 22 - 31   (a Wednesday) 
         

4 86  4 Apres conquestes meurtrira innocens   
ESTEEM TRUE  ~ REINCARNATIONS CONQUER    

5 44 4  M.E (Orion & Herculis orbiting the sun) RA [solar flares] DOE (In Capricorn)  true   
AFTERLIFE  A  MERE  DOUBLE    
 

10 57  3 Oncques ne fut un plus ord cruel estre, 
Never was there a more filthy and cruel being 
RECONQUESTS,  CURED  SOUL  RULE  [reincarnation] 

 

9 65  2  Ou` sera prins et mis en terre estrange  

GENEROUS  ARGENTOUS   NOGARET   
PERTAINS  GENERATES,  ORGANISE 
APERTURE   ~  AROUSE  SYSTEM  
RISE  EASTER  PAPERS  
TRANSPIRE  UPREARS  RATES  [of] 
SERPENT  REAGENTS  - ENTER  IRAN  

 

9 65  2         Note the English quatrain message is the same as  
 

Where it (the Earth) will be caught up and put in a strange place:  
SILVER NOGARET  UUilliem52. Attendant, Councilor and 
keeper of the  stage gate  He is  the attendant to Nostradamus 
ORGANISES APERTURE   ~  AROUSE  SYSTEM   the new orbits 

PAPERS  [Sunday - Easter Sunday?] 
If there is seen around Iran to under Giza (where the Reptiles 
live) a large number of space craft in exodus – here is the cause 
 

the hidden texts  

9 66  1  Paix, union sera et changement   

ANTHRACENES  RATE  ENERVATIONS  EASTER   
 CHANT S  IN  XIV [14th ] XV [15th]  
VNION  IX [treaty 9] CREATES  REASON   
TEACH  MEN  CHANGE  INAPT  ENVIRONS 

There will be peaceful union and changes 
ANTHRACENES  plagues ENERVATIONS destroy vitality 
XIV [14th ] XV [15th] day of Easter. TREATY 9  was what the 
warning in the Orion Grey holding a binary disc crop circle was 
Can’t get any clearer than this 
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9 69  4 Langoult en terre n'en restera un tiers   
NET ENTAILS TRAVERSE  REGULATIONS   
LETTERS  N  R  TRIANGLES  REENTERS  
LANGUOR ALONG ISRAEL  N (Ash tree) 
RUNE LETTER N ENTERS  NATIVE  EAR  
RENNES VETERANS RISE ALONG EASTER  

Lobsters [mantis] on land – not a third remains (due to flooding) 
NET  means Reticuli greys but if it is TEN it means the Ennead 
plus Horus (Taurus) crossing what regulations I am not sure, 
unless it is the standard orbits.               N Eridanus R Draco 
N date is February 18 – March 17  NATIVE  is Amerindians 
EAR means in Virgo.    RENNES  the users of the stage gate 

9 69  4 Langoult...Erika Cheetham interprets this word as locusts. However Nostradamus wants these words ‘brought into the now’ 
9 72 

Encor seront les saincts temples pollus, 
Et expillez par Senat Tholossain,    to Thessalions  pg 10 
Saturne deux trois cicles revollus. 
Dans Avril, Mai, gens de nouveau levain. 

 

Again will the holy temples be polluted, 
And plundered by the Senate of Toulouse: 
Saturn two three cycles completed,              177 YEARS 
In April, May, people of new leaven.      Extraterrestrials 

see the PREFACE to his son Cesar… 
“Some countries will be in the grip of revolution for several years, and others ruined for a still longer period.  
And now that we are in a republican era, with Almighty God's aid, and before completing its full cycle, the monarchy will return, 
then the Golden Age.  
For according to the celestial signs, the Golden Age shall return, and after all calculations, with the world near to an all -
encompassing revolution  [poles shift]  
 - from the time of writing 177 years 3 months 11 days  [add 458 = 2190AD ] - plague, long famine and wars, and still more floods 
from then until the stated time. Before and after these, humanity shall several times be so severely diminished that scarcely anyone shall 
be found who wishes to take over the fields, which shall become free where they had previously been tied.  
This will be after the visible judgement of heaven, [ASTEROID HIT, NIBIRU, POLE SHIFT, ICE AGE] before we reach the 
millennium [FOURTH millennium] which shall complete all.  
In the firmament [orbits] of the eighth sphere,   [counting outwards or counting in towards the sun?] 
a dimension whereon Almighty God will complete the revolution, and where the constellations will resume their motion     
[meaning the Earth resumes her motion] 
which will render the earth stable and firm, but only if He will remain unchanged for ever until His will be done.  

This is in spite of all the ambiguous opinions surpassing all natural reason, expressed by Mahomet” 
 

9 87  1 Par la forest du Touphon (heap) essartee  
PHEON  [Anu] DETOURS  STAR’S  DUST  FOR  EASTER 

PHOTON FLARES  SPAN HOUSE [in] SET   
SEPARATES  SOFTER  FLORA  OUT  

Through  the  forest  hordes  of  Pleiadians:   see Adrain interview 
STAR’S  DUST  debris trailing Nibiru solar system 
HOUSE is an entire span of a celestial zodiac “mansion” 
SEPARATES: mutates SOFTER  FLORA  = molecules…DNA 

 

9 87  1  essartee, es sartee  not found  essaim  means « hordes » or « swarm »  [in] SET the last ten days of Pisces 
 

10 7 1  Le grand combat qu'on appreste a` Nancy  
GRAYLE ARSENATE CYANEAN (azure)  
SET ANNA in EASTER PAPERS  
ON QUILT ARGYLE  CLANGORED  CLERGY  
LYNC-EAN (cat like ) CONFLIQT  DANGER  DAN   

Nancy:  canny cyan (date) N (date) Ash    February 18 – March 17 
CYANEAN (azure) the date of March 11 
ANNA is an asteroid – SET is the last ten days in Pisces 
EASTER  PAPERS is Easter Sunday which is March 31st in 2013 
Dals in star wars in Scorpio 

 

10 10  1  Tasche de murdre, enormes adulteres  
SAME  RUNE  ORDER  LETTERS  

RHEUMED MEDUSA SCHEMED  
SACHETS [ufos] DETACHES  EASTER   
SCHEMED AT CASTRES ADULTERESS  
NOSTREDAME’S  RULE - CHASE  LETTER  D  
MURDER  AMUSED  NERO  (Sirius? or Obama) 

Tarnished with murder & enormous adulteries (of the law etc) 
 
RHEUMED MEDUSA  in  Perseus 
DETACHES  EASTER  see space craft exodus above 
 

CHASE  means “follow” LETTER  D means Letter “E”  which 
can mean on a Tuesday and the “Hero” (Igigi?) Herculis  greys 

 

10 19  2  Le jour apres le salut, la prière  
OUR SALUTE  ~  

AJOUR  SELL  U.S.A  UPREARS  RELAPSES  JOUE [Taurus]  
PIERRE  LESPARROU  REPELS  REPAIR  
JOEL  ERE  [before]  APRIL  

The prayer the day after the blessing 
OUR  who are we? 
JOUE [god of contracts or Taurus] or in APRIL 
APRIL  or in Taurus 
JOEL [greys] APRIL or  before TAURUS 

 

10 20  2 Pour rude en lettres mis mort & saccagé. 
MY LETTERS [codes] ENDURE (have not changed) 

LETTER  N  REGROUP  ACC.  ROTATES  NEEDLE  

ROTATES SACCATE SCATTER UN REELED 
CAGE [masons] RENAMING SALIENT  
ENGRAINED  ENGRAM ROTATES  
DANGER REMAIN [in] MINERAL  
Revile  Parliaments  PERMIT  INVADER  
ALIEN ENDANGER GERMAN  &  MILANESE   

For the rude in letters (uneducated/ignorant) put to death and plundered: 
This is related to TRAIN DANGER, trigger words are “uneducated” 

and “plundered”  ROTATES [compass] NEEDLE  
REGROUP LETTER  N   I was in the process of doing this, as it is 
the consistent date throughout. However, moving lines out of their 
numerical order makes certain things difficult so I will go thru and 
colour the Ash Tree dates blue. “N” also means the Erid.anus visits 
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10 50 see 1 50  last pages 

La Meuse au jour terre de Luxembourg, 

Descouvrira Saturne & trois en lurne:      and three = Nibiru 
Montaigne & pleine, ville cité & bourg, 
Lorrain deluge, trahison par grand hurne.              (URANUS) 

Buxom [big] Gurus melee, mum[quietly] rouge, blue sexe [the six] 
The Meuse by day in the land of Luxembourg, 
It will find Saturn and three in the urn:          WATER  TRINE 
normally nothing between   
Mountain and plain, town, city and borough,                (flooded) 
Flood in Lorraine, betrayed via the great urn.            Aquarius     

 

It will find Saturn and three in the urn:           WATER  TRINE       July 18th 2013     Aquarius   - age of [Aquarius is also opp Leo] 

Q: (L) Does any of this supernova business have anything to do with the constellation Leo as some people have suggested? A: In 
a way. Q: (L) In what way? A: Through geometric configuration. Q: (L) What do you mean 'through geometric configuration?' A: 
Status of Trine. Q: (L) You mentioned the importance of the Horsehead Nebula in relation to the symbol of the Knight. What is 
the significance of the Horsehead Nebula? A: Keep up your search, as you are near. Q: (L) What would be the effect of cosmic 
rays emitted by a supernova that is in some proximity to the earth on the human body? A: Genetic splice of strand. Q: (L) How 
close would a supernova have to be to have this effect? A: 2000 light years.                                                     THE CASSIOPEIA FILES 
Sextiles & trines are considered softer aspects. Their energy is generally harmonious and beneficial depending on which planet.  
Although three are in the urn creating 120 degrees between them, (the trine) it seems to me Saturn is also included – making 
it a square and squares of planets are hard aspects ie challenges to be overcome. Three in Aquarius[urn] could be Nibiru et alia 
 

10 64  1 Pleure Milan, pleure Luques, Florence 
PLENARIUM (formulae list ) RULE  MINERAL  
PLAIN RULE  FALCONERS  REILLUME   EL  UQ  
PRE  NUCLEAR  FUELS  PLANE                                                     

Pleure - weep 

MINERAL  RULE  saying to use the Alchemye list = in Pisces 

FALCONERS  are hunters – Orion enlightening  us all regards 
the EL in the celestial orbit.   This is not Elohim nor the Elders 

 

10 66  4 Que les mettra trestous dans la meslee. 
MEETS  STAR ROUTES TETRAMETERS    
TREATS LANDMASS ARREST ROTATES DAN   
ASTOUNDS : ELSE SEQUEL MATTERS SAME LANDS  
SEMELE  ROTATES - STAR~ROUTES  MELEES          

That he (it) will place them all  in the chaos all together. 
TREATS deals with  TETRAMETERS  are  YHWH plural 
MEETS  Nostradamus meets the YHWHs ASTOUNDS him  
ELSE otherwise/yet the consequences to the land masses MATTERS 
SEMELE is a back stabber.                                        DNA MELEES 

 

10 70  1 L'oeil par object ferra telle excroissance   
SENSICAL  LEAFLETEER  TELL:  

POLAR CELAENO EXCELSIOR  
AEROBIC NARCOSIS  SCENARIOS  

FEAR CROIX [Crux] SARCOSINE  LET  CLONE,  EXCEL 
PILE  EX OBIECT -  AFTER  BORACITE (Pisces),  APRIL  

Via the eye (‘looking glass’ of the stage gate) an object will 
grow a great deal (the orbit of the Earth?) 
LEAFLETEER: the producer of the pdf forums you are reading 
POLAR: the Antarctic is home on Earth to those from Alcyones  
CELAENO: SWARTHY PLEIADES/ALCYONE TAURUS/ALDEBAREN  see 
MANNEQUIN the danger of Artificial  Intelligence      Michael Prince 

 

SARCOSINE  LET  CLONE  PILE  EX OBIECT  The warty greys allow the cloning of  Pleiadians from inanimate objects!  
This is exactly why we will only be able to discern the truth of who is in certain space craft by the type of craft they are using!   
This is why Nostradamus has me studying “avionics”! As you can see, we have been led by the hand just like little schoolchildren  
from the point of possibly not really believing in Other Worlders to the point of discussing details which we can use to our benefit! 
 

SARCOSINE  means one of two things: 

1.www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00977353 
Sarcosine improves not only psychotic but also depressive symptoms in patients 

with schizophrenia. 

2. Those having a sarcoid appearance, that is, nevus or warty greys.   Sarcoids are 
tumours seen primarily on horses, but humans have been seen with them too. 
Interesting that Nostradamus picks a horse dis-ease with which to describe OffWorlders 
from Pegasus (“Leg” & “Shoulder” in other lines) attached to the word “sarcoid”  and 
“Sarcosine”. Those from Leg are from Scheat, & those from Shoulder are Marcabians  

Bob Dean:  Oh, God, that’s a sensitive story in itself!  

Under the ice in Antarctica there is a fresh-water lake deep, deep down under the ice, that’s 100 miles long and 50 miles wide.  

Fresh water. The temperature in the damn lake is about 65 degrees, which is pleasant swimming, you might say.  

But at the end of Lake Vostok is what’s known as a gigantic masscon -- a mass concentration of metal, very similar to the masscons 

they discovered on the Moon -- a gigantic, circular-shaped, metallic object deep under the ice at the end of Lake Vostok. 

BD:  Blue Book never handled the real good stuff.  

And everybody knew that, except the common folk out there who were diddled regularly and never told the truth about anything.  

But the big secret seems to have been for so long, is:  

Why are we keeping classified the enormous facilities on the Moon? And they’re not ours.                KC:  Whose are they? 

BD:  Well, that’s a good question. I can tell you flatly who they are.  

     Are you familiar with the term Anunnaki?       KC:  Absolutely. 

BD:  All right. Well, you really have to understand Zecharia Sitchin’s work to really grasp where we stand today in relationship with 

this group of intelligences. And, I’m not speaking of one. There are several.  

The last I heard, there were four different groups we were relating with. The Anunnaki are one. And there are others. You might talk 

to Jim Sparks and he might tell you there are eight, or ten, or a dozen more… And that lovely little story in Chapter Six of Genesis 

is quite true. They did, indeed, engineer the genes and chromosomes of an existing species on this planet Sitchin says it was 

200,000 years ago.                                        KC:  Have you heard about Dan Burisch talking about the Orions?  

                                       They’re sitting in ships, along with the military, actually watching the planet right now? 
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Several astral parasites escaped to Antarctica [at the time a semi-tropical continent] and developed a powerful empire (source: 

Information given to contactee Maurice Doreal by alleged residents of a hidden underground neo-Mayan colony under Mt. Shasta) & 

Draco-Orion-Sirius B alliance -- who are members of international banking fraternities -- have been implementing on earth from their 

bases near Gizeh, Egypt; Dulce, New Mexico [controlled by Ciakars or winged Dracos, white Dracos, and green Dracos] Pine Gap, 

Australia; and the German Thule Societies' M.A.L.T.A. base in the Alsace-Lorraine region of Germany and the 'New Berlin' base in the 

New Shwabenland region of Antarctica. From the Australian Michel Desmarquet abducted by alleged “Plejarens” (Alcyones)  

ANTARCTICAN  http://www.fortunecity.com/roswell/prediction/51/  
- This is allegedly a secret area of operations for both human and reptilian beings. It is said by some that Aryan-Nazi scientists 

actually developed disk-shaped aircraft capable of very advanced aerial performance, and that swastika's have been seem on a few 

aerial disks. They may be piloted by a 'pure-bred' blond, blue-eyed Aryan race. (Nordic ex Alcyone, now in league with the Anu in the 

Emerald Covenant) There appears to be more than one 'Blond' human society involved in the UFO scenarios, and especially 

subterranean human societies may have developed 'blond' hair due to lack of sunlight. There does not seem to be anything more 

than a peripheral connection between the Antarcticans, the Telosian and the Pleiadian 'blonds' (i.e. we will refer to the Antarcticans as 

the 'Aryans'; the Telosians as the 'Blonds'; and the Pleiadeans as the 'Nordics' in order to discourage confusion). The Antarcticans 

may consist largely of 'batch consigned' pure- bred blue-eyed, blond Aryans who became victims of Hitler's obsession to create a 

super race, and as suggested by Harbinson and others most of these may be controlled through mind manipulation and implants, 

being 'human drones' who are used to keep this hidden society functioning. A massive joint humanoid-reptiloid underground system 

called the "New Berlin" is said to lie below the mountains of Neu Schwabenland, Antarctica. It is said by some sources that this joint 

human-alien force has spread terror through this sector of the galaxy, conquering and committing untold atrocities against the 

peaceful inhabitants of other worlds. The famous abductee Barney Hill who along with his wife Betty was abducted by "Zeta Reticulan 

Greys" in 1961, stated under regressive hypnosis that he had encountered an evil-eyed "German Nazi" working with the Greys on 

board the craft. It is claimed that the original "treaty" with the Greys was established by the Bavarian Thule and Illuminati societies as 

early as 1933, and this collaboration was brought into America via the CIA, which was established with the help of American Nazi fifth 

column agents as well as European Nazi's who were brought into America through Project Paperclip and other operations  
 

from 10 72 ROI D'ANGOLMOIS  

OARS [Argo] MIND IGLOO (the cold?)  IGLOO R’S (Draco) DOMAIN (Antarctica) = Argo (Golden Oar League of 2 5) coming to help 

SIGNAL  RIO   DOOM … LOGS RIO DOMAIN -  I [Halloween] DAN’S [Scorpio] GLOOM [sack cloth] RIO – off to the south pole 

from 2 49 4 RODESBISANCE 

N (Erid.anu) RODS ICE BASE (Antarctica) SEE ROD CABINS IS SEC. [2nd] BANE    

 

Wiki Leaks Alleges Secret War With UFOs In Antarctica                ARYAN  [tall blondes] THULE  ANTARCTICA  - PERTAINS OANNES (SHAPE SHIFTERS SIRIUS B) 

 

These blond-haired, blue-eyed "Nordics" along with their larger "Nephilim" friends (Giants) wage an intense warfare with a race of 

Reptilian hominoids based in Antarctica.. These creatures had apparently evolved from the earlier saurian bipeds such as the very 

cunning Velociraptors. Through continued development  they now have mastered the ability to shape- shift or create a physical 

illusion around themselves through the practice of mesmerisation . In a nutshell, they had,  and have, the ability to walk among us 

and pass themselves off as humans. 

The war ended with the Reptiloids being driven from the surface of the planet, taking refuge in underground and off-planet bases. 

Some reptilians did not escape however, and were caught by surprise when the Nordic- Nephilim launched an experimental super-

weapon against Antarctica which obliterated the Reptilian  center of power . This also caused the earth to slip off it's axis causing a 

de-stabilization of Earth. 

When the earth stabilized itself Antarctica and another reptilian controlled sector, N. Siberia, froze over. These humans and infiltrators 

in Siberia froze instantly.  

One legend has it that some of the Reptilians were revived by Russian scientists from their frozen state   

Branton     sutherla@speeddial.net  
 

See also  George L. (eyepod.org)  The truth about Aliens and Ufos    and              TECHNOREALITIES: The Fake Second Coming  
                                                   By Christi Verismo. Part 1 of 16    

ANTARCTICA'S UNDERGROUND  source: Vladimir Terziski;  Alex Collier; Harley Byrd; ________________________________________ 
ANTARCTICA - Admiralty Mountains - Mt. Levick - On top of the Ice 

Functions: Weather regulator after orders from a Space Ship. Human experiments to make bodies tough.  

Radio interference, and checking communications of Southern Hemisphere.  

Notes: Highly sophisticated Atomic Reactor. Unconventional Atomic weapons for attack on other planets.  

Earth is their Base for warfare against inhabited planets in this area of the Milky Way. The New Berlin base - like the Dulce New 

Mexico facility and the Pine Gap Australia facility - is tied-in with an alliance of regressive alien forces: the Dracos of Alpha Draconis, 

Greys of Rigel Orion, and Aryan/Ashtar forces of Sirius-B based within the massive Kamagol-II facility under Gizeh Egypt, who are in 

turn allied with more of their kind within 3 "asteroid-ships" which came into the system, hiding in comet Hale-Bopp's tail, and "jumped 

ship" as the comet rounded the sun taking up orbits around Mercury... also joint Bavarian/Alien Alt 3 facilities on Luna & Mars... and 

also a vast Draconian - Rigelian - Sirius-B armada (THE TRIAD) which is now en-route to planet earth and due to arrive around 2009 

(?) to help enforce the New World Order, which they intend to annex to the central Draco empire on Typhon [Alpha Draconis], in that 

the "Fourth Reich" [Antarcticans] have been told that they will be given 25 percent of the planet for their part in selling us out.  

The NWO could only be implemented via human-alien collaboration  

 

Personally – I am obliged to still print anything which pertains to the hidden texts by  articles reproduced which are 
validated in the hidden texts should I agree with them or not – and Nostradamus did say to pay heed to  “legends”.           
 

 
 

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2013/01/wiki-leaks-alleges-secret-war-with-ufos-in-antarctica-2-2535530.html
mailto:sutherla@speeddial.net
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MINERAL IS ALSO A TOWN IN the U.S.A.  
AS WELL AS FELDSPAR  
THE DATE OF PISCES 
 

“SENIOR  ON” OF 1 50 

 

March 24, 2012 - Mars Mystery Cloud. 

“While processing my Mars images from last 

night 
(March 20, 2012, 2:15 UT), 

 I found a strange feature over Acidalia. It moves 
with the planet (ruling out dust motes on the 
sensor) and seems to rise over the limb.” 

- Wayne C. Jaeschke, Jr., Amateur 
Astronomer 

 

RGB image of Mars on March 20, 2012  

at 2:15 UT  Earthfiles.com 
by Wayne C. Jaeschke, Jr. The yellow 
arrow points at the unexplained “cloud” or 
“terminator projection.”  
See Cosmic Log and video 
at Jaeschke website. 

10 47 1 LEECH (Orion) ARMS LEO MEN 
ONN - LEECH CRASH ON MARS … 

Onn is March 19/20, the equinox 

and see 1 23 on page 3 

 
4 24  1 Oui soubs terre saincte dame voix fainte  
REASSERT  ANTICS  U.  E. T  BOSS  MOVE  MEDEA   

ARSENIC  FOIX  (OF IX)  FIXATION   
ARTERIES  BUOYS DISTANCE  BE   
 

YOU  FIXED  OS  DATE  
[event or non-event in Capricorn] 
ASCERTAIN YOUR OBSTRUSE MOVE  

IF ONLY PEOPLE  WOULD  GIVE  THANKS ! 
instead I am being called a “charlatan” 

Faint voice of a woman is heard blessed land under 
(under = Australia)  U – ‘heavenly’  ET  BOSS 
MOVE  MEDEA    (an asteroid, any asteroid)   
ARSENIC means the “Arsenate” users, the Anu.  FOIX/time 
users  OF  9 – the Treaty IX with the American military 
ARTERIES  orbits BUOYS lifts  DISTANCE  in BE  - Virgo  
OS  DATE [event or non-event]  means the December 21/22 date 
Maya Calendar alleged “doomsday”  which in fact was the 
“GOLDEN HOST DOING” & the “MIRACLES REFLECTED” 

5 81  3 Mur d'Orient [by orienting] cherra tonnerre esclaire 
THE INNER CENSOR RECLAIMS MIRACLES  NONE  CHARTER  MARIE,  CERES [asteroids]  (NASA SAID NOTHING) 
 

1 80  1 De la sixieme claire splendeur celeste 
FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED ~ XII ~ SERAPIELS  DEFLECTED  AXIS  … LED [began]  IDEAL  [map] CALIPERS 

R [Dracos]- MIXES PERSIA, ISRAEL - RECLAIMS REPLICAS [MIB] LEFT  …     U.N PERILS ENDURE 
 

Post Script: while reading Tom Horn’s book “Nephilim STARGATES” on pages 82 & 87 are some mathematical 

apparent coincidences. The summary of which is that a major event is likely to occur on a date which is expressed as 

2012.9. This will take us into 2013, November 24
th
 plus one half a day. Possibly meaning noon.  

Noting this is in a Celtic “horse” date. 

There have been lines which stated  that  the “dates are not exact” and that the “cusps should be allowed for”.      

The best example of this is the Age of Aquarius was ushered in around the 1960’s  – yet will not be in “full bloom” until 

the end of the Pisces age truly finishes, which happens also to be Anno Dommini.  

This Age can only be ended by a change of the calendar, which in essence, means a change of orbit. 

By all intents and purposes we should be in the Age of Aquarius properly ~ going by the timing clues, at the advent of 

the year 2017 (or April 14
th
 2017) being 1,260 days (mentioned in Revelation) added to 2012.9 (November 24 2013).           

It will be recalled that 2017 is a year of the Coq (Rooster) in which a lady  astronomer arrives to repair the calendars.      

Her name is within the lines, and there is an entire page devoted to her and her life. Yet, in my own “admonitions and 

direction” from Nostradamus - I have been asked not to publish her name until this time and she is in 6 20 1.  

I did “google” her, and to my astonishment she is studying astronomy at either Florida or Virginia. This was  some three 

or four years ago - my memory fails me somewhat.  
 

AT 2012.9? 
 

Colossal Cosmic Collision Coming This Year At Galactic Center Say Awestruck Astronomers (video) 
 

CONTRIBUTOR: Alton Parrish . Gas cloud approaching black hole representation. Credit: youris.com 

A giant gas cloud is on collision course with the black hole in the center of our galaxy in 2013. This is a 
unique opportunity to observe how a super massive black hole sucks in material, in real time The... 
 
................................................................... 

http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/03/23/10831821-mysterious-cloud-spotted-on-mars
http://exosky.net/exosky/
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/9eb84b0942/a224cfa85b/3954c94d7a
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/9eb84b0942/a224cfa85b/5b7ea10c15
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GREEN COMET LEMMON -  The Extinction Protocol 

2013 could be the Year of the Comet. Comet Pan-STARRS is set to become a naked eye 

object in March, followed by possibly- Great Comet ISON in November. Now we must 

add to that list green Comet Lemmon (C/2012 F6). 

 “Comet Lemmon is putting on a great show for us down in the southern hemisphere,” 

reports John Drummond  February 2, 2013 –  

1. Asteroids Toutatis and XE54 Pass Close To Earth  
familysurvivalprotocol.com/.../asteroids-toutatis-and-xe54-pas...CachedShare 
Dec 18, 2012 – Earth Watch Report - Space Asteroids Toutatis and XE54 give Earth a close flyby last week. 
 

U.S. virologists intentionally engineer super-deadly pandemic flu virus  
Saturday, February 2, 2013 16:36 
(Before It's News) HERE  Thursday, January 31, 2013 by: Ethan A. Huff, staff writer 

 

 

 

 

This article below .... is a great need-to-know sum of information … the only thing I will disagree with is  
that there is no such thing as a “Natural strains of H5N1” …  
The elements of the Mother Earth never produced these harmful and deadly combined components ...  
Nevertheless …. man and beast of man did this to humanity … man who think themselves as gods to choose who suffer and dies 
and who lives … beast of man who want the species of humanity genocide down to a sheeple count of the few, who will not 
threaten their cruel ruling hand of authority … 
There has been an evil among humanity that had to be dealt with behind the veil … and this is the generation that will see th is 
change take place … 
 
First steps have already been taken … one of which began with mainstream becoming aware of what the enemy of Mother Earth 
and the enemy of mainstream … had been doing to humanity …  
And the creating of the many strains of the H5N1 viruses … is only a needle hiding in their haystacks of evils .. at least we of 
mainstream are waking up …  
 
(NaturalNews) Two American researchers whose efforts to deliberately re-engineer the H5N1 avian flu virus to be more virulent 
and deadly to humans are now asking that a government-advised moratorium on their controversial research be lifted. 
According to TIME, the duo alleges that precise details about how it developed the deadly flu strain must be made public, and 
that its controversial research be allowed to continue for the sake of "public health." 
(NaturalNews) Two American researchers whose efforts to deliberately re-engineer the H5N1 avian flu virus to be more virulent 
and deadly to humans are now asking that a government-advised moratorium on their controversial research be lifted. 
According to TIME, the duo alleges that precise details about how it developed the deadly flu strain must be made public, and 
that its controversial research be allowed to continue for the sake of "public health." 
 

As we reported back in early 2012, Ron Fouchier from the Erasmus Medical Center in the Netherlands and Yoshihiro Kawaoka 
from the University of Wisconsin intentionally developed a militarized strain of H5N1 avian flu capable of easily transmitting 
among mammals. Natural strains of H5N1, on the other hand, primarily transmit between birds and other fowl only, which 
means this type of flu is not that significant of a threat to humans. 
 

But for the alleged purpose of learning how H5N1 might mutate at some point in the future to become more of a threat to 
humans, Fouchier and Kawaoka deliberately induced these mutations in test ferrets with complete success. In the process, they 
essentially discovered a way to potentially spark a global flu pandemic with the potential to kill or seriously injure billions of 
people. And following their insane discovery, they actually tried to publish the recipe for this deadly strain in public journals. 
 

Concerned about the possibility that this critical information might be misused, the National Science Advisory Board for 
Biosecurity (NSABB), a federal advisory committee that oversees research of this nature, urged the two scientists not to publish 
their findings in the journals Nature and Science. And while they agreed to this recommendation initially, Fouchier and Kawaoka 
are now pushing to continue on with their work. 

http://familysurvivalprotocol.com/2012/12/18/asteroids-toutatis-and-xe54-pass-close-to-earth/
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:9-OE95kGqrsJ:familysurvivalprotocol.com/2012/12/18/asteroids-toutatis-and-xe54-pass-close-to-earth/+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:9-OE95kGqrsJ:familysurvivalprotocol.com/2012/12/18/asteroids-toutatis-and-xe54-pass-close-to-earth/+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au
http://beforeitsnews.com/environment/2013/02/u-s-virologists-intentionally-engineer-super-deadly-pandemic-flu-virus-2460380.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.naturalnews.com/038901_virologists_flu_virus_pandemic.html
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"Because H5N1 virus transmission studies are essential for pandemic preparedness and understanding the adaptation of 
influenza viruses to mammals, researchers who have approval from their governments and institutions to conduct this research 
safely, under appropriate biosafety and biosecurity conditions, have a public-health responsibility to resume this important 
work," allege the original researchers about their work.  
Only about 350 people worldwide have ever died from H5N1 
Based on the wording of this petition, you would think that H5N1 is responsible for killing at least tens of thousands of people 
every year, and that we must take action now to stop its spread. But in reality, H5N1 has only infected about 600 people ever 
since it was first discovered in Hong Kong back in 1997. And among these 600, only about 350 ended up dying, which means 
roughly 24 people a year, on average, die from H5N1 infection. 
Contrast this with the roughly 5,000 Americans who die every year from food poisoning, for instance, and it becomes 
abundantly clear that H5N1 is hardly the serious public health threat that Fouchier, Kawaoka, and others continually claim it is. 
The average person is more likely to die from choking on a piece of lettuce than he or she is of ever contracting H5N1 influenza, 
let alone dying from it. So why all the focus on deliberately inducing H5N1 to spread among humans and cause a real pandemic? 
 

The real answer to this question is shrouded in mystery. If you believe the official explanation, researchers merely want to 
anticipate how H5N1 might mutate in the future in order to get a handle early on how to address it. It is a purely hypothetical 
scenario that may not ever come to pass, of course, but it is the purported reason and justification for such research, even 
though such research could end up being the cause of a deadly H5N1 outbreak in the very near future. 
And this brings us to the second and more sinister explanation. Researchers could be deliberately engineering a super-deadly 
form of H5N1 for the unstated purpose of eventually releasing it into the wild in order to trigger a pandemic. This is not that far-
fetched when considering that the researchers involved in this work are carefully studying how many times the already-mutated 
virus needs to spread between mammals on its own in order to naturally mutate again into an even more deadly virus. 
 

"The case fatality rate of wild H5N1 in the WHO (World Health Organization) database is nearly 60 percent ... So if a strain of 
H5N1 with that fatality rate were engineered to spread like seasonal flu, hundreds of millions of people's lives would be at risk," 
Thomas Inglesby, Director and CEO of the Center for Biosecurity at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, is quoted as 
saying by CNSNews.com. "Even a strain a hundred times less fatal would place at risk millions of people's lives," he added. 
Sources for this article include: 
http://www.naturalnews.com/034228_bioterrorism_flu_strain.html 
http://www.naturalnews.com 
Learn more: http://www.naturalnews.com/038901_virologists_flu_virus_pandemic.html#ixzz2K2mRHCGG 
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  News for supervolcano under Italy 

 

1. Locals nervous over Naples 'super volcano' 

Times LIVE  - 1 hour ago Feb 6 2013 

A restive "super volcano" west of Naples is raising nervousness in the ... Italy's Department of Civil 

Protection recently raised the alert level for ... 

1. Super volcano awakening in Italy? 

The Voice of Russia  - 6 days ago 

  Campi Flegrei supervolcano raising anxiety among Italian residents ... 
www.sott.net/.../257781-Campi-Flegrei-supervolcano-raising-a... 

2 hours ago – A restive supervolcano west of Naples is raising nervousness in the local Italian population. The ground 

of the Campi Flegrei "burning fields," ... 

  Vesuvius's big daddy supervolcano Campi Flegrei near Naples ... 
www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Vesuvius-big-daddy-supervolcano-C... 

Jan 3, 2011 – So why are British scientists battling the Italians for the right to poke ... Vesuvius's big daddy: The 

supervolcano that threatens all life in Europe ... 

 
 

Footnote  
The illustration of the vulture (Aquarius/Lyra) vignette with a three twigged olive branch in its mouth means Cygnus 
constellation. That which all of Giza is based on as a blueprint  
 
The Olive Tree date is February 18 – March 17. The colour on the “swirl” between the lobster’s claws, the one which 
“experts” are saying is a scorpion – is also olive green. 

http://www.naturalnews.com/038901_virologists_flu_virus_pandemic.html#ixzz2K2mRHCGG
https://www.google.com.au/search?q=supervolcano+under+Italy&hl=en&tbo=u&biw=939&bih=561&source=univ&tbm=nws&sa=X&ei=oTsRUb7pH4q9iAevyoDIAw&ved=0CDcQqAI
http://www.timeslive.co.za/scitech/2013/02/05/locals-nervous-over-naples-super-volcano
http://english.ruvr.ru/2013_01_30/Super-volcano-awakening-in-Italy/
http://www.sott.net/article/257781-Campi-Flegrei-supervolcano-raising-anxiety-among-Italian-residents
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/moslive/article-1342820/Vesuviuss-big-daddy-supervolcano-Campi-Flegrei-near-Naples-threatens-Europe.html
http://www.timeslive.co.za/scitech/2013/02/05/locals-nervous-over-naples-super-volcano
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LORD OF THE MANOR (ZODIAC HOUSE: OF LEO) 
THE OVER LORD 
OBAMA IS A LEO 

 
USING THREE OF THE “CONDUITS” OR AT LEAST THE THIRD 
METHOD OF STAGE GATE (BELL FLOWER) TRAVEL.  
 
THE DARK IS EITHER OUTER SPACE OR INTER DIMENSIONAL 
OR 
DURING THE SACK CLOTH ECLIPSE OF NIBIRU BETWEEN EARTH AND THE SUN 

 
 
 

 

 

DURING THE SACK CLOTH ECLIPSE OF NIBIRU BETWEEN EARTH AND THE SUN  
THE BANNER - BELT OF THE MILKY WAY IS BLACKENED 
THE FACE IS ON OUR SUN, SHOWING THE COMPARISON IN SIZE OF THE NIBIRU 
SOLAR SYSTEM AS SEEN FROM EARTH DURING THIS ECLIPSE 
“FACE” USUALLY MEANS IN SCORPIO OR THE FIRST DECAN OF A ZODIAC 

THE BRIGHT YELLOW “V” MEANS THE ANDROMEDA COUNCIL 
(GOLDEN HOST) 
THE OLIVE GREEN “SWIRLS” are Olive Tree date is February 18 – March 17.  
THERE ARE TWO “SWIRL” EVENTS – POSSIBLY THE INNER CORE 
CREATING A HALF “ROLL”…AND THEN A FULL ROLL OF EARTH 
THE LOBSTER/CRAY IS “IN CANCER” 
8 68  1  
VIEUU  PLAIN  CARD  PALADIN 
DIPLANAR  JUNE                   late June is in Cancer 
NEED  A  REAL   JESUS   
ACRID  CRUX - DECEIVES  U.N  
 

 

compare these two animals – the one above is NOT  a scorpion – it is a cray 
or lobster, the archaic animal we now know as a crab. The modern zodiac 
of Cancer has a crab. The animalia on the right is very much a scorpion.    It 
does represent Scorpio in the heavens because the banner is the Milky Way 
There are ‘experts’ who insist the lobster is a scorpion and they then base 
their premises on that.  
Two of these ‘experts’ are Jay Weidner and Wayne Herschel.  
It follows that their premises can only be false. 
 

 
 

THERE ARE SEVERAL MORE LINES WHICH BELONG HERE 

 

TODAY IS FEBRUARY 13TH 2013 AND THIS FORUM ABSOLUTELY MUST GO OUT NOW 

 

THE OMITTED LINES WILL KICK OFF THE NEXT FORUM 

 

WHICH IS TITLED 
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THE LOBSTER/CRAY IS “IN CANCER”  
AND THE TWO FISHES ARE IN PISCES 
 

THIS VIGNETTE HAS BEEN DESCRIBED IN FULL IN THE 
FORUM “ONE MALE” EXCEPT FOR THE HAIR WHICH 
COULD MEAN THE CASSIOPEIANS OR THOSE FROM 
BERENICE. THE MAN IS AN “ELDER” YET A PRINCE 
 

THE TECTONIC PLATES OR DIVISION OF THE EARTH IS 
CLEARLY SEEN, DIRECTLY UNDER THE FISHES OF PISCES 
 

THE TREE OF LIFE WHICH IS OUR OWN DNA IS 
THE ASH TREE HERE –  
A DATE OF  Ash tree date February 18 – March 17 
 

WHICH IS IN PISCES! 
SAGITTA IS THE “HERO” WHO HELPS “FIRE” EARTH 
TOWARDS  SAFETY ON ANOTHER ORBIT SEE THE FORUM  
“HERO MOVES THE EARTH” 
 

THE TWISTED BANNERS ARE OUR OWN VIEW OF THE 
MILKY WAY AS WE ROLL OUT OF HARM’S PATHWAY – 
OUR OWN SUN GOING “BRONZE” 
 

THE INTACT SPOKES ON THE WHEEL OF PRECESSION 
SHOWS THAT THE CALENDARS ARE STILL IN THE      
AGE OF PISCES   

 

 

1 48  1 Vingt ans du regne de la lune passez  
ALLEGE  PAULEAN GENDER  LEGEND                              
URGE ALL NEED UNDERSTANDING GIANT  
VIZ  V   STANDING    LUNA      (March 30)    

The “position” between them consists of a) the need  to fix the 
Earth and b) without endangering the agenda of the Golden Age                       

PAULEAN = the triangle ufos   
AN UP ALE, ALE  A PUN on brew May 13 – June 9… 
or ANU,  P Perseus. UNDERSTANDING the POSITION 
(STANDING) OF THE ANU WITH THE ANDROMEDA COUNCIL 
or March 30 plus V (5) = April 4 
V – The Andromeda Council        March 31 2013 is EASTER 

 

Century 1 quatrain 50:  see 10 50 

De l'aquatique triplicité naistra. 
D'un qui fera le jeudi pour sa feste: 
Son bruit, loz, regne, sa puissance croistra, 
Par terre & mer aux Oriens tempeste. 

From the aquatic triplicity there is born [carried] a man: 
        Aug 31 1994  &  July 18 2013 “three in the urn” 10 50 

who has Thursday as his holy day                            
                                           (Russian Orthodox Christian) 
His power and renown grows, by land and sea, 
to the East there is a storm brewing.                 A real storm  

Oriens = SENIOR ON RISE IN ORES IN ROSE, IS ONE SIR[YHWH] - I R[Draco],  - I NORSE, - NOSIER[Pegasus] - REINS[Auriga]  O[orbit]  
THIS IS A SUMMARY OF THE ‘SEX(E)’ of 4 27 the SIX » WHO ORBIT AND WHO ARE HERE FOR THE SECOND COMING !  
SEE NORSE SUMMARY ON PAGE 17 of « CQIN YEAR OF A DRAGON »  SENIOR ON the Oannes & YHWH means the Anu 
ORES is Pisces  IN ROSE also means on a Friday,   ROSE  (Hawthorne Rose) can mean May 13 - June 9 

 

February 7 2013. 
I woke up today as always at around three in the morning ready to get on with finishing this forum. Packing away 
my futon, the word “palliase” came into my head, so I wondered what the importance of that word could be.  
Sure enough here it is – two lines, with the first saying LAY SLEEP PALLIASE. “Lay” is someone who is learning as 
they go and in this case most likely me. Within these words is the reminder of what Da Vinci called the Earth: 

“Shaking the bed to make it” 
This is a direct reference to great earthquakes rearranging the Earth to ‘clean out the old and bring in the new’ 
As you are aware, I do not create the words out of the quatrains – Allan Webber received that “chore”.  
 

The first line was intended to return to my attention the word “bed” meaning the Earth – and the second is how 
to use this word in UNSEATING PALLIASE. Without the first line I would not have comprehended the second. 

 

2 66  3 Dans le palais le peuple est attrapé 
PELEUS  ALIAS  DEPART ESPLANADE  LAPS   
READAPT  PLANE [which] TATTERS  SAIL  
Applies PLANES Perpetual ESTATE      
LAE  SLEEP  PALLIASSE    
TEST  PELATES:  EAT           

the people are trapped in the palace  
ALIAS = a.k.a. PELEUS either those from Perseus or the Anu  
ESPLANADE  similar to promenading   LAPS  around the sun 
altering the angle of the orbit which is causing great earthquakes 
Perpetual ESTATE the proof that the subject is about orbits     
LAY:  test the fish [for radiation] before eating it 
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4 45 1 Par conflit roi, regne abandonnera 

1.GENDARME  DAMPEN  EPIDERM                     (skin) 
1.RESPIRE ORGANELLES  ALLERGEN   
2. SEMIPROSTRATE  so OLDEST  DANGER OS 
2. PRIMED  T   -  ROTATES  AT  EASTER  ROSE 
3. ERATO  RESETS  AIR  RATE   END  RAM  see 8 20 2 
4   NAMED  RIP   

Through (because of) leaders conflict, royalty abandoned 
ERATO the Adrain Caribbean event  Vermont to Chile  
Because of war a leader [pope] will abandon his reign 
EASTER  ROSE  lines consistently tells us this 
T: Celt Holly = July 9 August 4  2011 this event 
End of Aries.  Not sure if  RIP is  R.I.P.  or a tear in the skies 

 

GENDARME  the one in charge who anoints his skin (to feed) breathes in organisms to which he is allergic (a  Roswell  type grey) 
Earth is semi prostrate in OS – Capricorn. Moves  4,800+ naut miles/a nautical mile is 1.1508 miles, or 6,076 feet.  (equals 5.525miles 
EASTER  ROSE  Friday is March 29 2013.  see 6 15 1  
ERATO is an asteroid any asteroid, which resets the speed of Earth’s spin or the quantity of oxygen etc.   
 
 

1 84  4    le tenebres  line 3 
Tiedera fer dans la plaie sanguine. 
AFEARD SANGUINE  PELASGIAN  
UNITE  IGUANEN  GENITIUE   
UNSEATING  PALLIASSE  

AS SAIL PLANE, FEAR PALL  
FLANDERS LAPLANDERS Dan 

As plan genuine dial Tried safer after  

SANGUINE also means “positive” & “assured” 

UNITE  IGUANEN  see “absorbing all” bottom of first page 

The great one will hide for a long time in the shadows       line 3 = Nibiru 
will hold the iron (planet Mars)  in the bloody wound. 
Fearful bloody dark red giante (we call them Anun.nakim) 
Unites the Off  World Reptilian culture in 
Unseating the Earth  (from her old BED) 

AS, of the Cassiopeians motivates the Earth to its new orbit 
creating a fearful [volcanic] pall  during this event  felt mostly 
over Flanders and Laplanders in Scorpio.  Planning an orbit 
with a safer (sun)dial after the reptilian culture has departed. 

 
bloody wound...  proximity to our old sun where it is unsafe  

 
 
 
 
 

YOU ARE INVITED TO WRITE TO ME ABOUT ANYTHING 
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